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THE EFFECTS OF MEGAMERGERS  ON EFFICIENCY AND PRICES:
EVIDENCE FROM A BANK PROFIT FUNCTION

ABSTRACT

This paper examina  the efficiency and price effects of mergers by applying a frontier profit function to

data on bank ‘megamergers’. We find that merged banks experience a statistically significant 16 percentage point

average increase in profit efficiency rank relative to other large banks.  Most of the improvement is from

increasing revenu~s, including a shift in outputs from securities to loans, a higher-valued product.  Improvements

were great~t  for the banks with the lowest efficiencies prior to merging,  who therefore had the greatest capacity

for improvement. By comparison,  the effects on profits from merger-related changes in prices were found to be

very small.
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THE EFFECTS OF MEGAMERGERS ON EFFICIENCY AND PRICES:
EVIDENCE FROM A BANK PROFIT FUNCTION

I. Introduction

The recent waves of large mergers and acquisitions in both manufacturing and service industries

in the United States raise important questions concerning the public policy tradwff between possible gains

in operating efficiency versus possible social efficiency losses from a greater exercise of market power.

If any improvements in operating efficiency from these mergers are large relative to any adverse effects

of price changes created by increases in market power, then such mergers may be in the public interest.

For an informed antitrust policy, it is also important to know if there are identifiable ex ante conditions

that are good predictors of either efficiency improvements or increases in the use of market power in

setting prices. Whether or not these mergers are socially beneficial on average,  there may be identifiable

circumstances that may help guide the policy decisions about individual mergers.  Current antitrust policy

relies heavily on the use of the ex ante Herfindahl index of concentration for predicting market power

problems and considers operating efficiency only under limited circumstances.l

The answers to these policy questions largely depend upon the source of increased operating

profits (if any) from consolidation. Mergers and acquisitions could raise profits in any of three major

ways. First, they could improve cost efficiency, reducing costs per unit of output for a given set of

output quantities and input prices. Indeed,  consultants and managers have often justified large mergers

on the basis of expected cost efficiency gains.

Second,  mergers may increase profits

superior combinations of inputs and outputs.

through improvements in profit efficiency that involve

Profit efficiency is a more inclusive concept than cost

efficiency, because it takes into account the cost and

which is taken as given in the measurement of cost

revenue effects of the choice of the output vector,

efficiency.  Thus, a merger could improve profit

efficiency without improving cost efficiency if the reconfiguration of outputs associated with the merger

‘See U.S. Department of Justice and Federal Trade Commission (1992).
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increases revenues more than it increases costs, or if it reduces costs more than it reduces revenues. We

argue below that analysis of profit efficiency is more appropriate for the evaluation of mergers than cost

efficiency because outputs typically ~ change substantially subsequent to a merger.

Third, mergers may improve profits through the exercise of additional market Power in setting

prices.  An increase in market concentration or market share may allow the consolidated firm to charge

higher rates for the goods or services it produces, raising profits by extracting more surplus from

consumers,  without any improvement in efficiency.

These policy issues are of particular importance in the banking industry because recent regulatory

changes have made possible many mergers among very large banks. The 1980s witnessed the beginning

of a trend toward ‘megamergers’  in the U.S. banking industry,  mergers and acquisitions in which both

banking organizations have more than $1 billion in assets. This trend -- which was precipitated by the

removal of many intrastate and interstate gwgraphic  restrictions on bank branching and holding company

affiliation -- has continued into the 1990s.  At the outset of the 1980s,  only 2.1% of bank assets were

controlled by out-of-state banking organizations. Halfway through the 1990s,  27,9% of assets were

controlled by out-of-state bank holding companies,  primarily through regional compacts among nearby

states.2  The Riegle-Neal Interstate Banking and Branching Efficiency Act of 1994 is likely to accelerate

these trends, since it allows bank holding companies to acquire banks in any other state as of September

29, 1995, and will allow interstate branching in almost every state by June 1, 1997.

There are other reasons why banking provides such an interesting academic and policy experiment

for mergers. First, competition in banking has been restricted for a long time by geographic and other

restrictions, so inefficiencies might be expected to persist. The market for corporate control in banking

has also been quite limited,  since nonbanks are prohibited from taking over banks, and the geographic

barriers to competition have also reduced the potential for takeovers by more efficient banks. These

2See Berger,  Kashyap, and Scalise (1995).
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restrictions on competition both

protected inefficient managers.
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in the product markets and in the market for corporate control may have

Both types of restrictions are now being lifted.

Second,  the banking industry has relatively clean,  detailed data available from regulatory reports

that give information on relatively homogeneous products in different local markets with various market

iterature

for an almost ideal controlled environment in which to

a result, banking

relatively strong

is one of the most heavily researched

background literature upon which to

has made

with bank mergers.

ittle

o f

progress in determining source of

the three main sources of potential

structures and economic conditions. This makes

test various industrial organization theories.  As

industries in industrial organization,  yielding a

build.

Unfortunately,  the academic

profitability gains, if any, associated

profitability gains from mergers,  the literature has focused primarily on cost efficiency improvements.

As discussed below,  the empirical evidence suggests that mergers have had very little effect on cost

efficiency on average. Moreover,  there has also been little progress in divining any ex ante conditions

that accurately predict the changes in cost efficiency that do occur for possible use in antitrust policy.

Despite the advantages of the profit efficiency concept over cost efficiency,  we are not aware of

any previous studies in banking or any other industry of the profit efficiency effects of mergers.

Although many studies have examined changes in some profitability ratios pursuant to mergers, such

studies camot determine the extent to which any increase in profitability is due to an improvement in

profit efficiency (which is a change in quantities for given prices) versus

change in price for a given efficiency level).

Similarly,  there are very few academic studies of which we are

associated with bank mergers. Price changes would reveal the effects

any price effects that may result from changes in operating efficiency.

power effects of bank mergers is perhaps surprising given that a

an increase in market power (a

aware of the changes in prices

increases in market power plus

The lack of analysis of the market

major thrust of current antitrust
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enforcement is to prevent mergers which are expected to result in prices less favorable to consumers

(higher loan rates,  lower deposit rates) or to require divestitures that accomplish this goal.

The purpose of this paper is to add some of the missing information about the profit efficiency

and market power effects of mergers. We analyze data on bank megamergers  of the 1980s, using the

same data set as employed in an earlier cost efficiency analysis (Berger and Humphrey 1992). In this

way, all three of the potential sources of increased operating profits from mergers -- cost efficiency,  profit

efficiency, and market power in setting prices -- can be evaluated and compared using the same data set.

In addition, we test several hypotheses regarding the ex ante conditions that may help predict which

mergers are likely to increase efficiency or promote the exercise of market power.

By way of anticipation,  the findings suggest that there are statistically significant increases in

profit efficiency associated with U.S. bank megamergers on average, although there do not appear to be

significant cost efficiency improvements on average. The improvement in average profit efficiency in

part reflects a product mix shift from securities to loans, increasing the value of output.  The data are

consistent with the hypothesis that megamergers  tend to diversify the portfolio and reduce risk, which

allows the consolidated bank to issue more loans for about the same amount of equity capital, raising

profits on average.  The profit efficiency improvements can be fairly  well predicted -- the) tend to occur

when either or both of the merging firms are inefficient relative to the industry prior to the merger.

The changes in market power associated with megamergers  -- as reflected in changes in prices

subsequent to the mergers -- are found to be very small on average and not statistically significant,

although they are predictable to some degree. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that

antitrust policy has been fairly successful in preventing mergers that would bring about large increases

in market power. However,  it is not known whether this policy may have also prevented some mergers

that might have increased efficiency substantially.

Section 11 summarizes prior empirical studies of merger efficiency and market power,  showing
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how our approach differs from past efforts. Section III presents the frontier profit finction  model used

to measure profit efficiency and describes the data set. Section IV gives the estimated profit efficiency

effects of mergers and a regression analysis of some ex ante factors that may predict these efficiency

effects.  Section V gives a similar analysis of the changes in market power as reflected in the price

changes associated with the mergers.  Section VI concludes.

II. The Merger Literature Versus Our ADRroach

Mergers  and Cost Efficiency. Mergers can potentially improve cost efficiency by increasing

scale efficiency, scope (product  mix) efficiency,  or X-efficiency (managerial  efficiency).  The findings

in the banking literature suggest that scale and scope efficiency changes are unlikely to change unit costs

by more than a few percent for large banks (which  we study here).  Any meaningful cost scale economies

that are found typically apply only to relatively small banks.  The potential is greater for cost X-efficiency

gains by moving closer to the ‘best-practice’  cost frontier where cost is minimized for a given output

bundle.  The X-efficiency empirical findings suggest  that on average,  banks have costs that are about 20%

to 25% above those of the observed best-practice banks.  This result suggests that cost efficiency could

be considerably improved by a merger in which a relatively efficient bank acquires a relatively inefficient

bank and spreads its superior management talent over more resources.3

The empirical bank merger literature contlrms  this potential for cost efficiency improvement from

mergers.4 However,  this literature also suggests that the potential for cost efilciency  improvement

generally was ~ realized. Most merger studies compared simple cost ratios, such as the operating cost

3See the survey by Berger, Hunter, and Timme  (1993)  for summaries of the cost scale,  scope,  and
X-efficiency literatures.

4Savage (1991) and Shaffer  (1993)  showed by simulation methods that the potential for scale
efficiency gains from mergers between large banks is negligible, but that large X-efficiency gains are
possible.  Similarly, using actual merger data, Berger and Humphrey (1992) found that acquiring banks
were substantially more cost X-efficient than the banks they acquired on average.  This result confirms
the potential for cost X-efficiency gains if the managers of the acquiring bank are able to run the
consolidated bank after the merger as efficiently as they ran the acquiring bank before the merger.
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to total assets ratio, and typically found no substantial change in cost performance associated with bank

mergers (e.g., Rhoades 1986,1990,  Srinivasin  1992, Srinivasin  and Wall 1992, Linder and Crane 1992,

Pilloff 1996). There are methodological  problems  with using simple  cost ratios to measure cost

efficiency,  including the fact that such ratios do not control for differences in input prices and output

mix.s Nevertheless,  the resulfi of these ratio studies are consistent with the small number of studies that

calculated the efficiency effects of mergers by measuring the distance from the best-practice cost frontier

and found little or no improvement on average in cost efficiency (Berger and Humphrey 1992, Rhoades

1993,  Peristiani 1995,  DeYoung 1996). For example,  Berger  and Humphrey (1992) found about a 5

percentage point average improvement in cost X-efficiency rank relative to peer group, but the

improvement was not statistically significant.b

These academic findings seem to conflict with consultant studies which forecast considerable cost

savings from large bank mergers -- as much as 30% of the operating expenses of the acquired bank.

However,  as discussed in detail in Berger and Humphrey (1992), the academic and consultant results do

not necessarily disagree substantively.  Rather,  the

differently or use different denominators that may

actually fairly consistent with each other.7

academics and consultants tend to state their findings

make their results appear inconsistent when they are

All of the cost eff~ciency  analyses share the problem that outputs are taken as given and the

revenue effects of mergers are not considered. As noted above,  the total output of the consolidated firm

typically changes afier  a merger and there is no way to determine from cost analysis alone whether the

5See Berger and Humphrey (1992) for more discussion of these problems.

bSee Rhoades  (1994) for a survey of the cost and performance merger studies from 1980 to 1993.

‘For example,  since the average acquired bank represents about 30% of the consolidated bank, and
since operating costs currently are about 45% of total expenses,  a savings of 30% of the acquired bank’s
operating costs as claimed by consultants translates into only about 4% of the total consolidated expenses
[(30%045%)0.30],  close to the results of academic studies.
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cost changes are greater than or less than the revenue changes. Thus, a determination that cost efficiency

improved or worsened does not by itself necessarily imply that the firm has become more or less efficient

overall, or become more or less profitable.  As will be shown, profit efficiency solves this problem.

Mergers  and Revenue and Profit Efficiency. Mergers might also improve revenue or profit

efficiency by improving revenue or profit scale,  scope, or X-efficiency,  but the literature here is much

more limited and therefore less definitive than for cost efficiency.  Revenue X-inefficiency is the failure

to produce the highest value of output for a given set of input quantities and output prices. A firm may

be revenue X-inefficient because it produces too few outputs for the given inputs,  or is inside its

production-possibilities frontier (analogous to the cost X-inefficiency of a firm that uses too many inputs

to produce the given outputs).  Alternatively,  a firm may be revenue X-inefficient if it responds poorly

to relative prices and produces too little of a high-priced output and too much of a low-priced output,

even if it is on the production-possibilities frontier

efficient firm that employs too much of a relatively

are fully analogous to cost X-inefficiencies,  as both

(analogous  to the cost inefficiency of a technically

high priced input).  Thus,  revenue X-inefficiencies

involve a net loss of value added,  but just differ as

to whether the loss is in terms of a lower value of output produced or a higher value of inputs

consumed.8 If the assumption of exogenously determined prices is dropped and allowance is made for

market power in price setting,  revenue scale and scope economies can also occur.  g Thus, revenue

8Revenue  X-inefficiency is not usually directly measured,  but can be inferred from analysis of an
output distance function,  which is an alternative way to measure output inefficiencies.  An output distance
function applied to banking data suggested that revenue or output inefficiencies were on the same order
of magnitude or perhaps somewhat greater than the typical cost inefficiencies findings in other research
@nglish, Grosskopf, Hayes,  and Yaisawarng  1993).

Revenues  can more than double if output doubles (scale  economies),  or revenue may increase by
producing two products jointly rather than separately (scope economies)  if large firms or joint-production
firms can charge higher prices for their services. This may occur if customers prefer services that can
only be provided by a larger firm, or if customers enjoy the additional convenience of ‘one-stop
shopping, ’ having a greater variety of services delivered by the same firm. These customer preferences
may be reflected in higher revenues for the firms that provide the extra services,  provided that these firms
have the market power to extract some of this consumer surplus.  The one study of this topic in banking
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efficiency, but there has been no investigation
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opportunity for improvement from mergers as cost

of whether this potential has been realized in actual

mergers.

Profit efficiencies incorporate

received little academic attention.

both cost and revenue efficiencies and their interactions,  but have

Profit efficiency studies of U.S. banks found that estimated

inefficiencies were usually quite large,  about one-third to two-thirds of potential profits may be lost due

to inefficiency. In addition,  it was found that most inefficiencies were due to deficient output revenues

rather than excessive input costs. The estimated inefficiencies were primarily technical,  so that banks

were generally well inside their production-possibilities frontiers. Allocative  inefficiencies,  or errors in

responding to market prices for inputs and outputs. were usually relatively small.l”

There have been no profit efficiency studies of mergers in any industry to our knowledge.  We

argue that analysis of profit efficiency is more appropriate to the evaluation of mergers than cost

efficiency.  Profit efficiency takes into account both the cost and revenue effects of the changes in output

scale and scope that typically occur subsequent to a merger.  Cost etilciency  analysis,  which takes outputs

as given,  cannot evaluate whether any revenue changes from shifis in output offset the cost changes

except in the special case in which outputs remain constant (i. e., the output vector of the consolidated

firm equals sum of the output vectors of the acquirer and acquired firms prior to the merger). In

found revenue scale economies to be 4% or less of revenues, and revenue scope economies to be small
and statistically insignificant (Berger,  Humphrey,  and Pulley 1995).

IOThese  findings primarily reflect the results of Berger, Hancock,  and Humphrey (1993) and DeYoung
and None (1995). Akhavein,  Swamy, and Taubman  (1994) also obtained qualitatively similar results
when their analysis was restricted to those observations in which the predicted netputs were of the correct
sign (i.e., positive outputs and inputs). When this restriction was dropped, their measured profit
inefficiencies became very small. Berger, Cummins,  and Weiss (1995) found profit inefficiencies of
similar magnitudes in the insurance industry. Humphrey and Pulley (1995)  found somewhat smaller
profit inefficiencies for banks,  but they were examining interquartile  differences in efficiency,  rather than
average inefficiencies.  Berger,  Cummins,  and Weiss (1995) and Humphrey and Pulley (1995)  used both
the standard profit finction (which takes output prices as given) and a nonstandard profit function (which
takes output quantities as given).
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addition,  profit efficiency is the more general concept that includes cost efficiency,  so evaluation of profit

efficiency changes associated with mergers incorporates whatever changes in cost efficiency occur plus

the revenue and cost effects of changes in output.  For policy analysis, it is appropriate to consider both

the change in the value of real resources consumed,  which is represented by the change in costs, and the

change in the real value of output produced, which is represented by the change in revenues for given

prices,  and this is accomplished through evaluating profit efficiency.1*

Although there are no profit efficiency studies of mergers,  some studies have compared simple

pre- and post-merger profitability ratios,  such as the return on assets (ROA) or return on equity (ROE)

based orI accounting values. There is no consensus as to whether mergers increase profitability -- some

of these studies found improved profitability ratios associated with bank mergers (e.g., Cornett and

Tehranian 1992, Spindt and Tarhan  1992), although most others found no improvement in these ratios

(e.g., Berger and Humphrey 1992, Linder and Crane 1992, Pilloff 1996) .12’3

These profitability ratio studies have similar methodological problems to the cost ratios discussed

above -- they do not control for input prices, and they simply divide by a crude indicator of bank scale

(assets or equity).  However, the more important  problem is that without controls for output prices, there

is no way to determine the source of any profitability change.  The ROA and ROE ratios might increase

llOther  advantages of profit efficiency over cost efficiency are discussed in Berger,  Hancock,  and
Humphrey (1993).

12See Berger and Humphrey (1992) and Rhoades (1994)  for extensive discussions of these ratio
analyses.  More recently,  Schrantz  (1993)  also found higher profitability ratios for banks in states with
relatively liberal takmver policies that make mergers and acquisitions relatively easy. However, it cannot
be determined from such an analysis whether the profitability is derived from actual mergers and
acquisitions or simply the greater perceived threat of them.

131n a related analysis, Fixler and Zieschang  (1993)  measured relative efficiency by the ratio of a
value-weighted output index to a value-weighted input index. They found that acquiring banks were
much more efficient than other banks prior to merger and maintained this advantage after merger. Given
that other studies typically find acquiring banks to be more efficient than the banks they acquire,  this
suggests an improvement in total efficiency from mergers, Since they include an output index as well
as an input index,  the improvement could be from either revenue or cost sources.
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because of an improvement in profit efficiency associated with mergers -- in which quantities of outputs

and inputs were altered for a given vector of input and output prices.  Alternatively,  an increase in market

power associated with mergers -- in which the pric~ of bank products are made less favorable to

consumers -- might be responsible for a finding of higher ROA or ROE after mergers. These two

sources of profitability changes cannot be disentangled without a profit efficiency analysis.  Similarly,

merger event studies, which use market equity values rather than accounting data, cannot differentiate

between efficiency and market power effects of mergers,  since markets value profitability increases from

all sources equally  .14

Bank Mergers  and Market Power. Under certain conditions,  bank mergers also have the

potential to raise profits through an increased exercise of market power in setting prices. Mergers

between banks that have significant local market overlap ex ante may increase local market concentration

and market share

consumers (higher

do not affect local

and allow the consolidated banks to raise profits by setting prices less favorable to

loan rates,  lower deposit rates). Mergers between banks in different regions generally

market structure significantly and are less likely to raise market power.  If anything,

such mergers may bring new aggressive competition to bear on previously imperfectly competitive

markets and reduce the effec~ of market power. 1s Note that increases in local market concentration and

market share need not affect prices substantially if the local market is highly contestable,  if there are

14Event s~dies  usually  find no improvement in the tot~
associated with merger announcements.  The market usually

market value of the consolidating banks
bids down the equity value of acquiring

banks and bids up the value of the acquired banks, so the change in the combined equity value is usually
not significantly different from zero (Hannan and Wolken 1989, Houston and Ryngaert 1994, Pilloff
1996).  See Rhoades  (1994) for a more complete summary of event study findings for bank mergers.
In addition,  the post-merger performance improvement has been found to be insignificantly related to the
equity market’s response to merger announcements (Pilloff 1996).

IsSome banking products do trade in national markets,  such as large corporate loans and large
certificates of deposit. However, any increase in U.S. national concentration from individual bank
mergers is unlikely to create significant market power at present because the national market is currently
so unconcentrated. This may or may not remain the case in the fiture.
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significant nonbank  alternative sources of similar services, or if there is a substantial coincident

improvement in bank efficiency from the merger that is partially passed on in consumer prices.

Despite the antitrust policy focus on price effects of mergers, few academic studies exist which

compare prices before and after mergers. An exception is Hannan and Prager (1995), which finds that

mergers that violate the Justice Department guidelines for banks (local market Hetilndahl  over 1800,

increase of over 200) sometimes substantially lower the deposit rates paid by banks in the affected

marketi, consistent with market power effects of mergers. They did not control for the efficiency effects

of mergers,  so that their results may incorporate some price effects of any change in efficiency as well.

That is, if mergers increase operating efficiency and part of the change in efficiency is passed on in

prices,  the measured effect of mergers on prices may understate the market power effects.  The measured

market power effects may be overstated if mergers reduce efficiency.lG

Some further insights into this problem may be gained by examining the larger literature

regarding the effects of market concentration and market share on prices and profits. It should be borne

in mind that there may be many differences between the dynamic effects of mergers on performance and

the static equilibrium relationships between market structure and performance.

There are two opposing sets of theories regarding the relationships between market structure

(concentration  and market share)  and both prices and profits. According to traditional market power

hypotheses (including  the structure-conduct-performance hypothesis), high concentration and/or market

share are associated with prices that are less favorable to consumers which in turn create higher profits

for producers. In contrast, according to the efficient-structure hypothesis (Demsetz  1973,  Peltzman

1977), concentration and market share are positively related to firm efficiency,  with more efficient firms

IdPrice  effects of mergers have also been studied outside of banking. Kim and Singal (1993) found
that airlines raised prices substantially after mergers. They acknowledged,  however, that because they
did not control for efficiency changes, their price changes incorporated confounding effects of market
power and efficiency changes which could not be separately identified.
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growing larger and gaining dominant market shares. Under the efficient-structure hypothesis, high

concentration and market share may be associated with prices that are more favorable to consumers if

some of the efficiency savings are passed on to consumers (possibly as part of the process of gaining

dominant market shares). The greater average efficiency of firms in more concentrated markets and witi

higher market shar~ will also yield higher profits for these firms. The empiric~  literature on the

determination of prices and profits provides some support for both sets of theories. *7

‘I’his brief summary of theory has two main implications for empirical studies of the effects of

market power.  First, the analysis should focus primarily on prices, rather than profits,  since the market-

power tharies have opposite predictions from the efficient-structure theory regarding relationship between

market structure and prices but sometimes yield the same prediction for the market structure-profit

association. Second,  any analysis of either prices or profits should control for efficiency.  Otherwise,

the observed relationship between market structure and prices or profits may confound the effects of

I’Studies of the effects of market power on bank prices have generally found that banks that operate
in more concentrated local markets pay lower rates on deposits (e.g.,  Berger  and Hannan  1989) and
charge higher rates on loans (e.g., Haman 1991), consistent with the market power hypotheses.
However, these studies generally failed to control for efficiency in their analyses,  creating a possible bias
in the measured effect of market power, since efficiency may be correlated with the regressors
(concentration,  market share) and efficiency may bean important determinant of the dependent variable
(price). Berger  and Hannan (1996) addressed this problem by including direct measures of eficiency in
the analysis and still found strong evidence of market power in setting loan and deposit prices.

Other studies of the association between profitability and market structure in banking and
elsewhere ofien found that market share (but not concentration)  was positively related to profitability
when both market share and concentration were included in the profitability regression.  However,  there
is disagreement over whether market share represents the exercise of market power on differentiated
products (e.g., Rhoades 1985, Shepherd 1986) or firm eficiency which was left out of the model (e.g.,
Smirlock, Gilligan, and Marshall 1984, Smirlock  1985). Recent analyses (Berger 1995a, Berger and
Hannari 1996) tried to resolve this problem by adding direct measures of efficiency to the analysis.  They
generally found that concentration and market share had little effect on profitability after controlling for
efficiency,  despite the market power effects on prices.

Thus, substantial market power from high levels of concentration or market share appear to have
substantial effects on prices,  but not on profitability. One possible explanation of this discrepancy may
be a ‘quiet-life’  effect in which firms take part of any benefit of market power in the form of less
rigorous adherence to efficiency maximization. In this event, part of the gains from pricing may be
reflected in lower efficiency rather than in higher profits. Berger  and Hannan  (1995, 1996) found
evidence consistent with quiet-life effects in banking.
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market power and efficiency, without allowing separate identification of either effect.

In sum, the literature suggests that bank mergers have the potential to increase profitability

through increases in cost efficiency,  profit efficiency, or market power in setting prices. Studies of cost

ratios and cost efficiency generally found that the potential for cost efficiency improvement was not

realized for most mergers. In contrast,  there have been no academic studies of the profit efficiency

effects of mergers and very little research on the market power effects of bank mergers.  Studies of the

effects of mergers on profitability ratios or equity values may confound changes in profit efficiency with

changes in the exercise of market power in setting prices. Studies of the effects of equilibrium market

structure on prices and profits provide some support for both market power and efficient structure effects

of concentration and market share. In the remainder of this paper, we investigate both the protlt

efficiency and market power effects of mergers and try to identify ex ante conditions that predict when

either profit efficiency or market power is likely to be increased.

III. The Measurement of Profit Efficiency

Determinin~  Profit Efficiency. For the purpose of evaluating whether and by how much bank

megamergers  affect profit efficiency,  we estimate the profit efficiency of all large U.S. banks (assets over

$1 billion)  over the period 1980-1990, whether or not they were involved in megamergers. For each

megamerger,  we calculate the improvement in efficiency associated with tie merger as the efficiency rank

of the consolidated bank afier the merger less the weighted average rank of the acquiring and acquired

banks before the merger. In all cases,  the efficiency rank is calculated relative to the peer group of all

large banks that had data available over exactly the same time period as the consolidated or merging

bank. In this way, we control for any industry-wide changes in profits or efficiency that may occur and

keep the data consistent and comparable over time.

The specification of the profit finction and estimation of profit efficiency closely follow the

procedures of Berger, Hancock, and Humphrey (1993). We estimate a modified Fuss normalized
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quadratic variable profit function as well as quantity equations which

that help identify the model (similar to the more commonly  specified

the profit model is given by:

embody cross-equation restrictions

input cost share equations).  Thus,

k .&k n-1 k n

n-1
(2) q, =

Pjk
~Yai + ~ @yTj~ + r-l z + 6 , - 6 , ,ir r

1=1 ,...,l–l
j=l n-

where m is variable profits psq; p is the price vector for n variable netputs (outputs and inputs); q is the

vector of netput quantities supplied (with inputs measured as negative netputs);  z is a vector of k fixed

netputs;  a, @, ~, 0, and ~ are conventional regression coefficients with symmetry imposed (@ij = @ji, d.

= 0,,), the e’s are random errors; and the 7 and ~ vectors are used to measure allocative  and technical

inefficiencies, respectively. This functional form in (1) is better suited to the profit function than the

often specified translog form, since it easily allows for zero or negative values for profits and fixed

netputs. Linear homogeneity in the netput prices is imposed by normalizing the variable profits and

prices by the price of the last netput.18

18A concern with this specification is that it takes prices as given, an assumption that may be violated
if the firm exercises market power in setting prices. However, our results below suggest that no serious
bias has been created by this assumption. First, in separate regression of the price effects of mergers,
we find that estimated market power effects of mergers are extremely small  relative to profits. These
effects are also very small relative to the estimated effects of mergers on profit efficiency through changes
in netput  quantities. Second,  the allocative  inefficiencies,  which depends on price effects,  are found to
be negligible in the results below, suggesting that prices are fairly unimportant in determining profits.
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Allocative  inefficiency is defined as the loss of profits from making non-profit-maximizing choices

of netputs in the production plan.  Allocative inefficiency is modeled as if the bank were responding to

shadow relative prices rather than actual relative prices -- maximizing profits as if ~Opi/p,  were the

relative price of netput  i to netput  n rather than ~/p,. Allocative  inefficiency is measured as the loss of

profits from T being different from a vector of l’s, or r(p,z,l,~) - T(p,z,T,~)  = ~i=l,.o,n-l  ~j=l,c,n-l  @i

[l~-(l-l~?J~’]  pipjlp~.

Technical inefficiency is defined as the loss of profits from failing to meet the production plan.

Technical inefficiency is modeled as each of the netputs  i being &i below the efficient frontier, i.e., the

outputs being too low or the inputs being too high. Technical inefficiency is measured as the loss of

profits from ~ being different from a vector of O’S, or ~@,z,~,O) - m@,z,7,~) = ~i.1,...,n ~i pi.

A filly efficient firm with no allocative  or technical inefficiencies would earn the maximum or

optimal level of profits for its given variable netput prices p and fixed netput quantities z, or m“ =

m(p,z, 1,0). The total profit efficiency ratio for each bank is measured as the ratio of actual profits to

optimal profits, T/r O = n(p,z,7,  ~)/m@,z, 1,0). Both the numerator and the denominator in this formula

are measured as predicted values that exclude the random error terms. The efficiency ratio varies over

the range (-~,1] -- the best a firm can do is earn all of optimal profi~  (m/m” = 1), but the worst a firm

can do is unbounded since the firm can always make arbitrarily large]

producing more outputs. For the purposes of this study, we focus

incorporates both allocative and technical efficiencies.lg

losses by using more inputs without

on the total efficiency ratio, which

Finally,  we try speci@ing  an alternative,  nonstandard profit function below that removes output prices
from the specification in favor of output quantities. The main results of the model are materially
unchanged, strongly suggesting that any problems with the specification of prices in the profit function
are not important.

lgBy construction, allocative  and technical inefficiencies add up to total inefflciencj  and do not
interact, since the level of allocative  inefficiency is unaffected by ~ and the level of technical inefficiency
is unaffected by 7.
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of the profit model in (1) and (2) includes four variable netputs (n=4). Total

(securities  measured as all assets other than loans) are the outputs, and total

deposit finds (including  purchased funds) and labor are the inputs. Equity capital is the sole fixed netput.

The specification is parsimonious because of the difficulty of estimating a nonlinear system with cross-

equation restrictions. The choices of outputs and inputs is consistent with the intermediation or asset

approach of Sealey  and Lindley (1977), under which intermediated assets are the outputs and sources of

especially its loan portfolio, is strongly tied by both

capital available to absorb loan losses. Equity is very

funding are the inputs of a financial institution .a The specification of equity as a fixed input addresses

the potential problem that the size of a bank,

regulators and markets to its quantity of equity

difficult and costly to change substantially except over the long run, and so we treat this important input

as fixed. If equity were not specified as fixed, the largest banks may be measured as the most profit

efficient simply because their higher capital levels allow them to have the most loans .21 Our

specification as a whole may be thought of as

a return on equity by using deposit funds and

The model in equations (1) and (2)

measuring efficiency by how well the firm is able to earn

labor to produce loans and securities.

is estimated by nonlinear iterative Seemingly Unrelated

Regression techniques (NITSUR).22  We use data for all U.S. banking organizations -- both merging

~Deposits  have bo~ input and output attributes, and have been modeled as such in cost finctions bY
specifying both deposit quantities and prices (e.g.,  Berger and Humphrey 1991). However,  deposits
cannot be modeled as having both traits in the variable profit function, which does not allow for quantities
of variable outputs.

21 Equity capital is preferred to the value of fixed assets (premises  and equipment)  as a fixed input.
Fixed assets are very small in banking,  only about 20% as large as equity, and can be increased much
more quickly and easily than equity.

‘Profit  finction  convexity in prices is imposed by constraining the matrix of @ij to be positive
semidefinite, which assures nomegative  allocative  inefficiency. The model is first estimated
unconstrained and the positive semidefinite  matrix that is ‘closest’ to the estimated @ matrix (in the sense
of minimizing the Euclidean norm of the difference)  is selected. The other model parameters are then
re-estimated  given this revised @ matrix. See Akhavein,  Swamy,  and Taubman  (1994).
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and nonmerging -- annually from 1980 to 1990 that had assets of at least $1 billion in at least one year

over that interval.  However,  the organization need not be present in all years to be in the data set.

Besides eliminating the small banking organizations,  the only deletion is that data from the merger year

itself are lefi out for the con~olidated  banks involved in megamergers. This is because such data are

likely to contain very significant one-time transition costs.  Efficiency is calculated for each of the at least

three entities involved in a merger:  1) the acquiring bank during the available years before the merger,

2) the acquired bank or banks during the available years before the merger, and 3) the consolidated bank

during the available years after the merger. All of the efficiency levels and ranks of the merging banks

are determined relative to peer groups of large banks that have data available over exactly the same time

intervals.  As described below, this generally involves tracking separate peer groups of large banks for

each merger.

The allocative  inefficiencies for each bank (the losses from a poor production plan) are estimated

from the ~i, the conventional profit function parameters,  and the prices for that bank. To keep the model

manageable,  the ~i, i = 1,2,3 are treated as parameters that are constant across banks.  Unfortunately,

this limits the variability of allocative  inefficiency across firms,  but most prior research suggests that this

may not be important because allocative  inefficiencies are usually found to be small relative to technical

inefficiencies (e.g., Aly, Grabowski, Pasurka, and Rangan 1990, Berger  and Humphrey 1991, Berger,

Hancock, and Humphrey 1993).m

To estimate the technical inefficiencies (the losses from failing to meet the production plan),  we

follow the ‘distribution-free’  approach of Berger (1993), which is based on Sickles and Schmidt (1984).

Each of the 4 equations in (1) and (2) contains a composed error term (~i - ~i), a random error term minus

the technical inefficiency in netput  i for the individual firm. The distribution-free approach separates the

‘Exceptions that sometimes find allocative  inefficiencies to be relatively large are Ferrier and Lovell
(1990) and Akhavein,  Swamy,  and Taubman  (1994).
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technical inefficiency from the random error by assuming that inefficiency is constant over the time

interval of measurement, whereas the random error tends to average out over time.  Thus,  the ~i> i =

1 ,...,4  for each bank involved in a merger is estimated by the difference between the maximum average

residual from the equation containing ~i - $i for the sample of banks with complete data over the

corr~ponding  time interval and the average residual for the bank in question.  If the efficiencies are not

perfectly constant over the time interval,  the m&ured  technical inefficiencies may be interpreted as the

deviations of the average practice of the bank from the best average practice frontier.  When computing

the level of efficiency (not the rank), we also truncate the average residuals of each bank by assigning

the most extreme 5% at the top and bottom of the distribution to the 95th and 5th percentage points,

respectively,  to further reduce the effects of random error.

The Me~amer~er Data Set. We collected data on all mergers of U.S. banking organizations

during 1981-1989  in which both partners had at least $1 billion in assets.  All but a few of these mergers

were between holding companies rather than between individual banks. For our analysis,  we treat the

‘high’  holding company -- the holding company which is not owned by any other holding company -- as

the decision making unit that tries to maximize profits. That is, we sum together all the commercial

banks that are jointly owned through the holding company structure and treat them as a single profit-

maximizing unit (although for convenience we sometimes still refer to the consolidated entity as a bank).

This is consistent with the efficiency claims made by bank consultants,  which imply that the merger-

related efficiency improvements  are made in a coordinated way through the holding company structure.

Bank regulators and the Justice Department similarly focus on market structure (concentration,  market

share) at the holding company level.

The expected time pattern of costs and revenues associated with bank mergers is that some extra

nonrecurring or transitional costs (e.g., legal expenses, consultant fees, severance pay, etc. ) will occur

in the short term, but that other recurring expenses will fall and longer-term revenues may rise. Thus,
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it is expected that profits may be temporarily lower during this transition but possibly higher afterwards.

Ideally, to judge the benefit of a merger, one would determine the present value of all fiture profit

improvements afier a merger. Since this is not possible, we simply drop the data horn the year of the

merger to reduce the effects of transition costs. Fortunately, Berger  and Humphrey (1992) found that

merger cost results remained materially unchanged whether the single year of data, 2 years of data, or

3 years of data subsequent to the mergers were dropped,  suggesting that our treatment of transition costs

likely does not create serious biases.

The netput  quantities and prices were constructed from Call Report information over 1980-1990.

The ex post efficiency and performance indicators for the consolidated bank afier the merger were based

on all the years following the merger until either another megamerger  involving that bank occurred or

the year 1990 was reached. The pre-merger efficiency of the acquiring bank and the acquired bank(s)

were based on all the years going backward in time prior to the merger until either another megamerger

involving that bank or the year 1980 was reached. In the usual case in which exactly two banking

organizations merged, this involves computing the efficiency measures for 3 banks,  each over a different

time interval -- the appropriate years after the merger for the consolidated entity and the appropriate years

prior to the merger for both the acquiring and the acquired bank separately.”  If a bank acquired  more

than one other bank in the same or

observation with additional pre-merger

on merging banks were compared to

consecutive years,  these were combined into a single merger

intervals over which efficiency is measured. In all cases,  the data

the set of large banks with complete data over the same time

interval. If data were unavailable for the merging banks for any of the intervals,  the merger was not used

in the efficiency analysis. In many cases,  the data were unavailable because one of the entities was a

~For exmple,  suppose bank A (in existence since before 1980) acquird  b~ B in 1988> and bank
B had acquired bank C in 1984. For the 1988 A-B merger, the ex post data on the consolidated bank
would be on A’s performance over 1989-90,  the ex ante data on the acquiring bank would be on A’s
performance over 1980-87,  and the ex ante data on the acquired bank would be on B over 1985-87.
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thrift or a foreign-owned institution without comparable data available.  In all, 69 of the 114

megarnergers  over 1981-1989  were retained,  although they appear in only 57 observations since some

observations contain mergers among 2, 3, or 4 entities.  See Berger and Humphrey (1992) for additional

details about the data set.

IV. The Profit Efficiency Effects of Megamer~ers

The Level of Profit Efficiency. We begin discussing the results with some information on the

levels of profit efficiency of merging and nonmerging  banks. The more rigorous comparisons of the

1 able fil uescrloes  me aa~a tnat went Into me

(2) above, and Table A2 gives the estimated

efficiency ranks will be discussed below. Appendix - ‘ “ A ‘ J-- - -“’- -- “ ‘ - “ - ~ “ ‘

standard profit efficiency model in equations (1) and

parameters of the model.

The level of profit efficiency -- the ratio of predicted profits to maximum or optimal profits on

the frontier (7r/7r0)  -- was measured for all large banks over 1980-1990, whether or not they were

involved in megamergers.  For each firm’s prices p and fixed netputs  z, we take the

values of profits using the estimated values of 7 and ~, m(p,z,~,~), divided by the

vectors of 1’s and O’s replacing T and ~, respectively,  or x(p,z, 1,0).

Merging banks improved their profit efficiency substantially after mergers.

average of the acquiring and acquired banks prior to megamergers  was 44%, and

consolidated banks afier  merging, a statistically significant increase of 27 percentage points. That is, the

asset-weighted average of banks that participated in mergers earned 44% of optimal protlts before  the

mergers, and the consolidated banks earned 71 % of maximum profits after the mergers.  However, this

does not necessarily indicate a merger-related improvement in efficiency because profit efficiencies may

vary with the number of observations

change fairly rapidly with variations

1980s).

ratio of the predicted

predicted value with

The asset-weighted

rose to 71% for the

available and the economic environment of the banks,  which can

in open-market interest rates (which fell substantially over the
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What matters instead is how the measured improvement for a merging bank compares with the

measured improvement for its peer group of large banks with data over the same pre- and post-merger

periods as the merging bank. Putting together the peer groups for all 57 megamergers, the weighted

average pre-merger  profit efficiency level for all banks was 24% before the mergers, and rose to 34%

after the mergers,  for a statistically significant increase of 10 percentage points.  That is, the asset-

weighted average of all large banks that had consistent data over the same time periods as the acquiring

and acquired banks prior to the mergers earned 24% of optimal profits, while those in existence over the

same time periods as the consolidated banks after the mergers earned 34% of maximum profits. This

result suggests that profit efficiencies do vary with the economic environment  of the banks,  but not

enough to explain the efficiency improvement of the merging banks. Subtracting the 10 percentage point

improvement of all banks from the 27 percentage point increase for merging banks leaves a 17 percentage

point additional increase in efficiency associated with megamergers.  Thus,  banlcs that chose  to merge

were more profit efficient on average than other banks ex ante, and appeared to add to this advantage by

improving their efficiency by more than other banks ex post.

Profit efficiency for merging banks can be decomposed into technical and allocative  components.

The average level of technical efficiency was 46% before a merger and 73% afterwards,  rising 27

percentage points and mirroring the situation for overall profit efflciencyo Allocative  efficiency was

already high for these banks prior to merging,  an average of 98.3%, and was little changed after

merging, falling by 0.1 % to 98.2%. This confirms our speculation based on prior research that allocative

inefficiency would be small relative to technical inefficiency,  so that cross-sectional variations in

allocative  inefficiency (which are mostly suppressed by our assumption of constant 7’s) would likely not

be important.

Profit efficiency can also be decomposed into output and input components.  Output inetiiciency

in the profit function includes the output technical inefficiency (failure to produce as much output as
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planned) and allocative  inefficiency from misresponding to output prices

effects of deviating from the profit-maximizing production plan).

(including  the cost and revenue

Input inefficiency is defined

similarly.~  For merging banks,  output eficiency climbed 13 percentage points (from 69% pre-merger

to 82% post-merger),  while input efficiency rose 14 percentage points (from 75% to 89%). Thus, both

input and output efficiency improved subsequent to mergers. Note that the rise in input efficiency does

not necessarily imply any change in cost X-efficiency. This is because the change in input efficiency

incorporates part of the change in outputs subsequent to the merger. For example,  if plamed  outputs are

smaller and require fewer inputs, inpuw may be closer to their optimal levels and input efficiency may

be improved, but cost X-efficiency is unchanged because

case in which outputs remain constant does the change in

in cost X-efficiency,  and as shown below, the outputs do

it takes outputs as given. Only in the special

input inefficiency necessarily reflect a change

change afier a merger.

In the remainder of the analysis, we focus simply on the total efficiency ranks of the merging

banks, rather than dealing with the cumbersome array of components of efficiency or with the level of

efficiency. The use of total efficiency,  the ratio of predicted profits to optimal profits (m/m”),

corresponds well to the social benefit concept of the real value of output produced less the real value of

resources consumed.  The rank of total efficiency is preferred to the level because the rank is neutral with

respect to changes in the distribution of measured eficiency over time, which do seem to occur.  In

addition,  our ‘distribution-free’  methodology -- in which the random error is averaged out over time --

introduces some biases into the measurement of the levels of relative efficiency because different numbers

of observations are available for different mergers.  Fortunately,  the expected value of the efficiency rank

does not depend on the number of observations (although the variation in the measured rank around the

true rank obviously does depend on the number of observations).  As will be shown, our main results

~For tie Pumoses  of discussion here, we somewhat arbitrarily count the very small amount of inPut-
output price allocative  inefficiency -- the interaction of misresponding  to input and output prices  -- as
output inefficiency (see Berger, Hancock,  and Humphrey, 1993).
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are also robust to the use of rank or level.

Changes In Profit Efficiency Rank.  We compute the rank of a merging bank (acquiring,

acquired, or consolidated)  relative to iti peer group of large banks with contemporaneous data as the

proportion of peer group with efficiency below that of the merging bank. Thus,  a merging bank with

total efficiency (X/TO) better than 80% of its peer group is assigned a rank of .80.

Both the pre- and post-merger ranks, along with the resulting change in rank, are reported in

Column 1 of Table 1. The pre-merger profit efficiency rank of merging banks, which is an asset-

weighted average of the acquiring and acquired bank’s  efficiency rank, averaged .74. Consistent with

the efficiency levels discussed above, merging banks are more efficient on average than 74% of all large

banks prior to merger. Afier the mergers, the average profit eff-iciency  rank increased to .90.Z6 Thus,

the average bank megamerger is associated with a statistically significant 16 percentage point increase in

rank. This is consistent with the merger-related 17 percentage point improvement in average profit

efficiency level  relative to the peer group change reported above.

While profit efficiency is our preferred measure to gauge the profit effects of bank megamergers,

it is helpfil to compare the resulw with standard profitability ratios, return on assets (ROA) and return

on equity (ROE), which should incorporate some profit efficiency effects as well as any market power

effects of mergers. We remove from the standard measures the confounding effects of variations in taxes

paid and loan loss provisions,  which often fluctuate substantially over time in ways that do not reflect

operating efficiency.  We refer to these measures with the noisy components of net income removed as

adjusted returns on assets (ROAa) and equity (ROEa).27

‘Although  this profit efficiency rank of .90 is seemingly high, it is not necessarily indicative of a
high efficiency level. On average,  consolidated banks had a profit efficiency level of 71 % -- i.e., they
lost an estimated 29% of their potential profits to inefficiency.

27Thus, ROAa = NIa/TA  and ROEa = N~/EQ, where NIa is net income plus taxes and provisions,
TA = total assets and EQ = equity capital. The average ROAa (ROEa) level for merging banks was
1.4% (22%) pre-merger  and improved to 1.6% (23%) post-merger.
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As shown in Table 1, the ROAa rank of merging banks increased an average 5 percentage points

(from a rank of .52 to .57) and the rank of ROEa improved by 3 percentage points (from .62 to .65).

Neither of these changes are statistically significant,a Thus, the measured improvements in profit

efficiency are not well reflected in the ranks of the more commonly used profitability ratios ROA and

ROE (adjusted or unadjusted).  As noted earlier,  the profitability ratios may be inaccurate indicators of

performance because they do not take account of differences in the prices faced by the banking firms,

and these ratios divide earnings by crude measures of bank size,  total assets or equity capital,  rather than

by the potential profits T“ benchmark, which is the highest profits that can be earned for the equity and

prices faced by the firm. When adjusted net income was divided by potential profits (N~/mO), merging

firms improved by a statistically significant 12 percentage points in average rank from .76 to .88 (not

shown), much closer to the profit efficiency results. Perhaps more important from an analytical

viewpoint, the changes in profitability ratios confound two major effects that should be separated when

evaluating mergers -- changes in efficiency and changes in market power in price setting.  Thus, it is

perhaps not too surprising and perhaps partially explainable why the changes in the standard profitability

ratios differ from the measured efficiency rank improvements.

Columns 2 and 3 of Table 1 show the same pre- and post-merger efficiency and profitability ranks

and changes in rank for merging banks with in lowest and highest thirds,  respectively,  in terms of pre-

merger profit efficiency (m/x”) rank (weighted average of acquirer and acquired).  Banks in the lowest

third in terms of pre-merger  profit efficiency rank moved from a rank of .56 up to a rank of .83, yielding

a significant 27 percentage point improvement. Banks with the highest pre-merger  rank moved from a

rank of .92 up to .95, giving only a 3 percentage point improvement in rank, although it is statistically

significant.  Thus, the banks that improved the most were generally those with the lowest pre-merger

z~hen  fie ranks of unadjusted

improvements were -.006 and -.034,
ROA and ROE values were used (not shown), the merger-relatti
respectively,  neither of which was statistically significant.
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profit efficiency  rank, and vice versa for banks with the highest pre-merger efficiency.  This is clearly

related to the opportunity to improve -- banks in the highest third were already at the 92nd percentage

point in the distribution for profit efficiency,  and so could not have the mean efficiency improvement of

16 percentage points shown in the first column of the table. A similar result is shown for the profitability

ratios. Banks with low pre-merger  profit efficiency experienced statistically significant improvements in

their ROAa and ROEa of 11 and 16 percentage points,  respectively.  Thus, when profit efficiency

movements are pronounced, they do appear in the profitability ratios,  suggesting that these ratios do

incorporate efficiency movements,  but are not as sensitive

efficiency movements are relatively small.

How Profit Efficiency Im~rovw. The question now

efficiency improvement horn megamergers,  whereas no cost

as the profit efficiency rank when the

arises as to how or why we find a profit

efficiency improvement was found from

these same mergers using the same data set in Berger and Humphrey (1992), As discussed above, the

only special case in which it is guaranteed that the cost and profit efficiency effects of mergers will be

the same is if the consolidated firm produces exactly the same output vector as the acquirer and acquired

firms produced combined prior to the merger.

To explore this issue,  we examined  the output behavior of firms engaged in megamergers  versus

the same peer groups used in the efficiency calculations.  Although merging and nonmerging  firms both

grew in size substantially after the mergers owing to trends in banking in the 1980s, firms engaged in

megamergers had a decided shifi in product mix relative to the other firms. Prior to mergers, merging

firms had an average of 56.4% of total assets in the loan output,  below the 59.5% of all large banks.

Subsequent to the mergers,  merging firms raised their average loan/total asset ratio almost 7 percentage

points to 63.3%, passing the peer group average for all large banks,  which increased only 3.4 percentage

points to 62.9%. One hypothesis is that consolidated firms may have increased their focus on loans

because their larger size, greater geographic spread, and/or broader industrial coverage allowed better
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diversification of risk, allowing for a proportionately larger

of total risk. That is, under the Diversification Hvt)othesis,

an improved diversification of loan risks by allowing them to

loan portfolio with about the same amount

the market rewarded the merging firms fort

hold a higher loan/asset ratio, all else equal.

Consolidated banks may also have chosen to be more aggressive in obtaining market share in loan

markets because of their more prominent stature. In any event,  the movement into lending represents

an increase in the value of output produced and an improvement in profit efficiency, all else equal,  since

loans have higher returns on average than securities. This increase in profit efficiency will not be

captured in cost efficiency,  which takes outputs as given.29

To examine the Diversification Hv~othesis firt.her,  we looked at the behavior of the equity/asset

ratio before and after the merger. If the hypothesis is correct,  then the higher loan ratio should not

require an increase in the equity/asset ratio to finance. That is, we need to rule out the possibility that

the higher loan/asset ratio was made possible by a decrease in leverage risk, rather than an improvement

in risk diversification.  The data show that prior to merger,  the combined acquiring and acquired banks

had a mean equity/asset ratio of 53 basis points below the mean of the peer group before the merger.

This difference widened by 6 basis points after the merger -- consolidated banks had an average

equity/asset ratio of 59 basis points below the mean of the peer group of large banking organizations over

comparable years. These data are consistent with the Diversification ~vDothmis -- merging firms were

able to take on both a substantially higher loan/asset ratio and a slightly increased leverage risk afier the

merger,  possibly owing to the reduction of risks from diversification. It is possible that the merging

banks wanted to lower their equity/asset ratio by more than 6 basis points relative to the peer group

mean, but were prevented from doing so by regulatory capital standards,  since most large banking

organizations were very close to or in violation of the regulatory standards during the 1980s.

MAn incre~e in profit efficiency from diversi~ing  loan risks would be consistent with the finding

elsewhere that U.S. banks that reduced their risks in the 1980s tended to have higher earnings, primarily
through reduced rates paid on uninsured debt (Berger  1995b).
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Interestingly,  the increase in the loan/asset ratio may have been a second choice for many of these firms

to increase expected earnings afier receiving the benefits of risk diversification through mergers -- they

may have raised lending because the regulatory capital requirements blocked a reduction in funding costs

by switching from equity to debt and raising leverage.n

Benston, Hunter,  and Wall (1995) tested another implication of the Diversification Hypothesis

using data on the prices bid to acquire banks in the early to mid-1980s. Under this hypothesis,  it would

be expected that acquiring banks would bid more for other banks that tended to reduce the variance of

their combined earnings stream. Under an alternative hypothesis that the purpose of mergers is to

increase the value of the deposit insurance put option,  banks would bid more for other banks that would

increase total risk or put the bank in a position in which it might be considered to be ‘too big to fail.

me data supported the Diversification  HvDothesis -- acquiring banks bid more for other banks with

lower earnings variation and higher equity/asset ratios, all else held equal.

Hughes, Lang, Mester, and Moon (1996)  also presented information consistent with the

Diversification Hv~othesis.  They found that as banking organizations increase in size (through merger

or otherwise),  their risk-expected return tradeoff improves,  presumably because of better diversification

of portfolio risks. The larger firms tend to respond to these incentives by increasing both risk and

expected return, consistent with the increased profit efficiency observed here for large banking

organizations that merge, and consistent with the Diversification Hv~othesis.

Similar to our analysis above of ex ante efficiencies of merging banks, we also tried constructing

the thirds of the data by the pre-merger  loan/asset ratio.  The results (not shown) were that merging banks

with weighted average loan/asset ratios in the lowest third of the data had lower average profit efilciency

~n nonfinancial industries,  firms typically increase their leverage after a merger, bringing the risk
of bankruptcy back up close to the desirable level afier diversifying the risks (see Kim and McConnell
1977, Asquith and Kim 1983). Similarly,  prior to implementation of formal capital requirements in the
early 1980s, acquired banks were ofien found to increase their leverage following mergers (see Benston,
Hunter,  and Wall 1995 for a summary of these studies).
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than merging banks in the highest third (.73 versus .82), and also had higher average improvements in

profit efficiency  (.18 versus .11). These  findings again suggest  that theloan/asset  ratio refiects profit

efficiency and that efficiency improvements subsequent to mergers are related to the potential or capacity

t o  improve.

Another potential explanation of the increase in measured profit efficiency from megamergers  may

be the specification of the profit finction. The standard profit function takes prices and fixed netputs  as

given and assumes that firms will be able to choose freely the size of their variable outputs (loans and

securities). We generally find larger firms to be more profit efficient,  a result that is typically found

elsewhere. A potential problem is that it may be difficult or time-consuming for firms to change the size

of their asset portfolio because of the size of their markets and/or because of regulatory restrictions on

their expansion. In this event, the efficiency of smaller firms may be understand because  they were

unable to achieve efficient scale quickly and the profit efficiency gains from megamergers  might be

overstated because the merging firms tended to have fewer barriers to overcome in achieving more

efficient size.  As noted above,  the specification of equity as a fixed netput in the profit function partially

addresses this potential problem by only requiring banks to achieve the most profit for their given capital

positions.

We go a step further here and specify a ‘nonstandard’  profit function, which treats @ of the

outputs as fixed, so that smaller firms that cannot expand are not disadvantaged. That is, we replace the

output prices in the standard profit finction  with output quantities,  so that profits are a function of output

quantities, fixed netput  quantities,  and input prices.31 This nonstandard specification should effectively

Slsee  Berger,  Humphrey,  and pulley  (1995), Berger, Cummins,  and Weiss (1995)> PulleY a n d
Humphrey (1995)  for previous specifications of the nonstandard form of revenue and profit functions.
Note that the nonstandard form is usually alternatively motivated by a desire to allow for market power
in output pricing,  i.e., an assumption that outputs are relatively fixed and prices are chosen by the firm.
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scale bias or merger bias.32 Thecoeff’lcients  of

x Table A3. Fortunately, our main results are

Under the nonstandard specification,  merging banks rise from a weighted average

the nonstandard profit finction

materially unchanged from the

efficiency rank of .77 pre-merger  to .90 post-merger (not shown in tables),  quite similar to the rise in

rank from .74 to .90 found using the standard specification.  Thus, it seems unlikely that any scale bias

in our econometric specification is primarily responsible for our findings of a substantial improvement

in profit efficiency from megamergers  in banking.

Sources of Profit Efficiency Improvement.  As noted above, it is important for the purposes

of antitrust policy to know if there are any identifiable ex ante conditions that are good predictors of

efficiency improvements or changes in the exercise of market power in setting prices. There is a

substantial dispersion in the findings -- some mergers appear to result in large increases in efficiency,

whereas others appear to result in efficiency losses, and being able to predict which is which may be

helpful in the merger approval/denial process.

We put forth two major hypotheses about the prediction of merger efficiency gains and examine

the effects of several possible ex ante conditions in a regression analysis in which the dependent variable

is the profit efficiency rank improvement after the merger.  The independent variables representing these

ex ante conditions,  shown in Table 2, will also be used below to help predict changes in bank profitability

and prices.

Conventional wisdom in banking asserts that well-run banks see~ out and acquire poorly-run

banks.  A

performing
/

preference for poor performers as

banks typically have a relatively

acquisition targets would not be surprising. Poorly

low market to book value of equity,  making them

3zNote  that the nonstandard specification specifies the same exogenous variables as a st~ndard  cost
function -- output and fixed netput  quantities and input prices.  The fact that cost studies in banking using
these variables typically finds very few scale economies or diseconomies strongly suggests that controlling
for these variables removes any significant scale or merger bias.
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comparatively cheap to acquire on a per dollar of assets or deposits basis. This value of the acquired part

of the consolidated bank can potentially be increased by applying the managerial policies and procedures

of the more efficient acquiring bank to it. Because of regulatory restrictions on combinations of banking

and commerce,  other commercial banks and bank holding companies are virtually the only type of firm

that can purchase a commercial  bank. Therefore,  the market for corporate control can usually only work

to improve managerial efficiency through the process of relatively efficient banking organizations

acquiring relatively inefficient banks and raising their efficiency.  AS notd in the introduction,  the

potential market for corporate control in banking will be greatly expanded in the future when nationwide

banking is allowed,  and banking organizations from virtually anywhere in the nation will be able to

compete for control of almost any banking organization.

We call this effect of relatively efficient banks taking over and reforming the practices of

relatively inefficient banks the Relative Efficiency HvDothais. We measure it using the variable

W2(EFF1-EFF2), the difference in efficiency between the acquiring bank (EFF1) and the acquired bank

(EFF2),  weighted by the proportion of their combined pre-merger total assets accounted for by the

acquired bank (W2 = TA2/(TAl +TA2)).  The greater the difference in efficiency between the acquiring

bank and the acquired bank -- i.e., the greater is EFF1-EFF2 -- the greater is the scope for improving

performance. The W2 weight on this term is needed because the overall efficiency improvement of the

consolidated firm should be directly proportional to the relative size of the acquired bank,  the part of the

consolidated bank that is postulated to improve. Thus, under this hypothesis,  if the consolidated firm’s

efficiency is raised all the way to the level of the acquirer,  the improvement in the consolidated firm (the

dependent variable) will equal W2(EFF1-EFF2).  The regression coefficient of this variable in predicting

merger efficiency improvements is expected to be positive under the Relative Efficiency Hvr)othesis,  and

may be interpreted as the proportion of this potential ex ante improvement that is achieved ex post.

As shown in Table 2, the average W2(EFF1-EFF2) is only .05. This relatively small average
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suggests that if the Relative Efficiency Hv~othesis is true,  it is likely to raise the average efficiency rank

of the merging banks by 5 percentage points or less. Moreover,  the range of this variable -- from -.16

(where  the acquired bank was less eficient than the acquired bank)  to +.17 (where the acquiring bank

is more efficient) -- suggests that adoption of the managerial policies and procedures of the acquiring bank

may have a wide array of consequences, including some outcomes in which mergers reduce efficiency.

An alternative theory is that profit efficiency is more likely  improved when the acquired and the

acquiring banks are both poor performers prior to their merger. Here the merger event itself may have

the effect of “waking  up” management and be used as an “excuse”  to implement substantial restructuring

(including  job cuts and reassignments) and efficiency improvements to increase the profitability of both

parts of the combined institution. In the absence of a merger, a significant restructuring may not be

undertaken because of the difficult and disruptive nature of the change. The remaining employees may

have serious morale problems unless there is a merger or other external event on which to blame the

restructuring. We call this the Low Efficiency  Hypothesis and it predicts that the ex post improvement

in efficiency after the merger will be higher if either or both of merging firms have low efficiency ranks

prior to the merger, leaving room for both parts of the consolidated bank to improve.  TO test this

hypothesis,  we specify as exogenous variables the weighted ranks of the efficiency of both the acquirer

and acquired banks, W1(EFF1)  and W2(EFF2),  respectively.  The coefficients of both of these variables

are predicted to be negative under this hypothesis because low efficiency indicates more capacity for the

“waking up” to improve performance.  The W1 and W2 weights are needed because the contribution of

each of the merging firms to the improvement of the consolidated firm should be proportional to that

firm’s share of the consolidated bank.  It may be difficult to distinguish the Low Efficiency Hv~othesisf

from the Relative Efficiency HvDothesis  because both depend on almost the same ex ante efficiency

variables and neither hypothesis nests the other one.

In addition to the Relative Efficiency Hvpothais  and the hw Efficiency Hvpothais,  we
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control for/investigate a number of other possible ex ante explanations of merger efficiency gains. We

include W2, the measure of the relative size of the acquired bank to control for potential differences

between “mergers of equals”  and acquisitions of smaller banks. Mergers of equals,  in which W2 is

relatively close to .5, may increase the expected gains from mergers because there may be greater cost

savings from the elimination of parallel management structures.  For example, in the 1986 Wells Fargo-

Crocker merger of near equals,  large cost savings were achieved by eliminating most of the Crocker

management structure.  Alternatively,  acquisition of a relative small bank also has potential advantages,

such as an easier integration of computer and accounting systems and fewer internal struggles for control.

Note that these arguments are in addition to and separate from the Relative Efficiency and hw

Efficiency  Hv~otheses,  which also speci~  W2.

It is ofien argued by

merging banks, the greater

reflects an expectation that

bank consultants that the greater the overlap in the local deposit markets of

should be the cost savings from the merger.33  This cost-based  argument

there is likely to be greater scope for consolidating back-office payment

processing operations as well as eliminating duplicate branch offices, tellers.  and mid-level management

when bank offices are gmgraphically  proximate.  For this reason,  we include the variable OVERLAP -

- the proportion of the deposits of the merging banks that are in the same Metropolitan Statistical Areas

(MSAS) or non-MSA  counties -- in the regressions.  However,  prior academic studies of cost ratios and

cost efficiency usually did not find significant effects of OVERLAP (Berger and Humphrey 1992,

Srinivasin 1992,  Srinivasin and Wall 1992, Rhoades 1993, Pilloff 1996). The degree of overlap in the

megamergers of the 1980s averaged 34%, although 70% of the mergers have at least some deposits in

the same market.

We also control for regional  economic conditions by including the average annual growth rate

ssFor exmple, Toves (1992) suggested that cost savings as much aS 35% of the operating cost of ‘ie

acquired bank may be expected for in-market mergers,  but savings of only 15% may be expected with
an out-of-market merger.
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of state personal income (STINCOME)  for the acquiring and acquired banks (weighted  average).  This

accounts for both population growth and per capita income growth,  two important elements determining

bank deposit expansion and the demand for consumer and business loans.  If regions with high ex ante

growth continue to grow at a high rate after the merger,  then banks that merge in these regions may have

superior changes in performance.  Alternatively,  if regional growth is not highly serially correlated,  then

mergers in regions with high ex ante growth may have relatively poor measured merger results,  as the

ex post efficiency and profitability is measured under more “normal” conditions that tend to be inferior

to those prevailing before the mergers.

We include two variables that describe the local market structure in which the mergers take place.

The variable HERF is the weighted average of the Herfindahl  indices of the merging firms across the

local deposit markets in which they have offices,  and the variable SHARE gives their weighted average

market share.  As indicated earlier, these variables are closely examined by regulators and the Justice

Department in the merger approval process, and have been shown to be associated with the exercise of

market power in setting prices. Also noted earlier,  firms in highly concentrated markets tend to be less

cost efficient than other banks, presumably because the pressures to optimize become weaker when firms

can raise profits by exercising greater market power in setting prices.

Two final possible influences on merger success included in the analysis are the degree of retail

business focus (RETAIL) and the size of the banks being merged (SCALE).  The variable RETAIL is

the proportion of total assets funded by demand,  time, and savings deposifi, and may be important in

measuring the potential for cost savings through branch closings.  The variable SCALE is measured as

the weighted average rank of total assets of the merging banks relative to all large banks,  and may reflect

the potential for changes in scale efficiency through the merger process.

Model and Results. We regress the improvement in profit efficiency rank A(m/TO) on the ex

ante variables discussed above and shown in Table 2. In the first regression,  we examine the Relative
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Efficiency  HvRothesis, which postulates that mergers will be more successful the larger is the difference

in efficiency between the acquirer and acquired. The regression takes the form:

(3) A(r/r”) = 80 + 81 W2(EFF1-EFF2)  + 6Z W2 + 8, OVERLAP + b, HERF

+ 65 SHARE + d~ STINCOME + 6T RETAIL + 68 SCALE + p

The results are shown in the first column of Table 3. The improvement in profit efficiency associated

with the merger was significantly larger the greater was the difference in the pre-merger  efficiency

positions of the merging banks W2(EFF1-EFF2),  consistent with the Relative Efficiency Hv~othesis.

The point of .30 is statistically significantly different from zero, but it is not very precisely estimated.

It suggests that the typical acquiring bank brings the acquired part of the consolidated bank an estimated

30% of the way toward its own pre-merger  efficiency rank. We temporarily defer discussion of the other

variables in the regression.

In the second column of Table 3, we examine the Low Efficiency Hv~othesis,  which emphasizes

the potential for improvement when either or both of the acquirer and acquired are inefficient.  The

variables W1(EFF1)  and W2(EFF2) replace W2(EFF1-EFF2) in (3), so that the efficiency ranks of

acquiring and acquired banks are weighted by their respective importance to the consolidated firm. The

statistically significant negative coefficients of -.55 and -.72 on W1(EFF1)  and W2(EFF2),  respectively,

are consistent with the predictions of the LOW Efficiency Hv~oth~is -- the merger efficiency  gains

appear to be greater when there is more room for the improvement of both the acquirer and acquired.

The adjusted R2 of this regression is also improved relative to the prior equation (rising from .71 to .78),

further suggesting that the ex ante efficiencies of both the acquirer and acquired are important,  rather than

just their difference.

The third column of Table 3 shows a complete regression with both hypotheses represented. The
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results provide strong, statistically  significant  support for bo~hypotheseso  Thepositivesignificant

coefficient of .48 on W2(EFF1-EFF2)  is consistent with the Relative Efficiency HvDothesis  and the

negative significant coefficient of -.63 on W1(EFF1) is consistent with the hw Efficiency Hvt)othesis.

The -.17 coefficient on W2(EFF2) is small and statistically insignificant,  which may in part reflect the

very high collinearity among the regressors in this equation. It is perhaps surprising that any of the

important parameters are significant,  given that EFF1 and EFF2 both appear twice in the three main

variables and W2 appears in all three main variables (recall that W1 s 1 - W2) and is also represent~

a fourth time as a stand-alone variable.  The adjusted

suggesting that both of the hypotheses add independent

improvements. These results also suggest that merger

~2 of his regression is also the highest, “go>

information that helps predict future efficiency

efficiency success can be fairly well predicted,

given that about 80% of the variance of ex post profit efficiency gains can be explained with the ex ante

variables specified here.

The success of the profit efficiency model here contrasts sharply with earlier cost efficiency

models,  which were generally unsuccessful in identi~ing  ex ante hypotheses and conditions that

accurately predict merger efficiency gains. For example,  Berger  and Humphrey (1992) used the same

data set and many of the same variables and were able to explain less than 30% of the variance of the

cost efficiency gains from mergers and found many estimated coefficients to have signs that were contrary

to the predictions of the hypotheses.”

~One cost  efficiency an~ysis, DeYoung (1996),  did find several variables to be significantly relat~
to merger cost efficiency gains on the basis of bivariate  comparisons.  However, because many of these
variables are highly correlated with one another,  not all of the results were robust to multiple regression
analysis as we use here. A separate regression analysis supplied to us by the author but not included in
his original paper suggested that mergers of relatively inefficient banks, regulator-assisted mergers of
insolvent banks, and acquisitions by banks that made repeat purchases were statistically significantly more
likely  to increase cost efficiency post-merger than other mergers. The other efficiency gains suggested
by the bivariate  analyses -- those associated with the relative sizes of the merger partners, the relative
efficiency ranks of the partners,  and the holding company status of the partners -- were not statistically
significant in the regression analysis. Overall, the variables explained only 23 percent of the variance
of the cost efficiency gains. By way of comparison,  we also tried examining the protlt  etilciency  gains
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In order to get a better feel for the effects of the two ex ante efficiencies and how well the two

main hypotheses work, we also examine the derivatives of the dependent variable with respect to EFF1

and EFF2. The estimated marginal effect of EFF1 is .480W2 - .63oWl, which is almost always negative

since WI is generally larger than W2. Evaluated at the average value of W2 = .28, this partial

derivative is -.40. This suggests that for a merger in which the relative sizes of the merging banks is

typical, if the efficiency rank of the acquiring bank is 10 percentage points lower,  the merger is predicted

to raise profit efficiency by an additiond 4 percentage points,  all else equal. The estimat~ marginal

effect of EFF2 is .48*(-W2)  -. 17.W2 = -.65.W20  Evaluated  under tie same conditions  as EFF1 , this

partial derivative is -. 18 and suggests that if the efilciency  rank of the acquired bank is 10 percentage

points lower, the merger is predicted to raise efficiency by an additional 1.8 percentage points.  Thus,

the resul~ suggest that mergers are likely to improve efficiency more,  the lower is the efficiency of both

the acquiring and acquired bank, with a larger marginal effect from the acquiring bank. The effect of

the lower efficiency of the acquiring bank is consistent with the hw Efficiency Hvpothmis  that the

merger “wakes  up” bank management and/or gives it an excuse to take significant actions to improve

performance. However,  the effect of the lower efficiency of the acquired bank appears to reflect

primarily the Relative Efficiency Hvr)othesis, in which lower acquired bank efficiency leaves more room

for improvement as the acquired part of the bank moves toward the efficiency rank of the acquired part.

The coefficients of the control variables in the three efficiency improvement equations are mostly

statistically insignificant. The only control variable coefficient that is significant in the fully specified

equation in the third column of Table 3 is the negative parameter on RETAIL. This suggests that banks

that receive more of their funds through retail deposits at bank branches are less likely  to make efficiency

improvements through mergers, contrary to expectations about cost savings through branch

by repeat acquirers and found that such acquirers generally had lower profit efficiency gains on average
than other acquirers,  likely because the ex ante efficiencies of the firms involved in their mergers were
already much higher than other mergers (.85 versus .71).
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consolidations. Similarly, having branches in overlapping markets (OVERLAP) does not appear to

predict efficiency improvements,  and is significantly negative in the first estimation.  A larger scale of

operations for the merging banks (SCALE) consistently predicts a merger efficiency loss,  although it is

only significant in the first estimation. All of the other control variables (W2, STINCOME,  HERF,

SHARE) are either statistically insignificant orhave  conflicting  signs across estimations.  The general

ineffectiveness of most of the control variables in predicting profit efficiency gains from mergers is

consistent with Berger and Humphrey’s (1992) results for predictions of cost efficiency gains for these

same mergers.

The full regression specification is repeated in the last two columns of Table 3, using the changes

in the profitability ratios AROAa and AROEa as the dependent variables.  AS discussed  above,  the

changes in these profitability ratios are likely less accurate indicators of efficiency than are the

improvements in the profit efficiency ratio A(m/mO)  and the profitability ratios may also incorporate the

effects of price changes associated with increases in market power. As shown, none of the coefficients

for testing the Relative Efficiency Hypothesis or the Low Efficiency Hvpoth~is is statistically

significant, although  the coefficients of W2(EFF1-EFF2)  and W1(EFF1) do have the same signs as in

the complete A(X/TO) specification in the third column.  The only statistically significant coefficients in

the profitability ratio regressions are on STINCOME,  suggesting that mergers in states with booming

economies prior to the merger do not improve earnings as much as other mergers.  As discussed above,

the expectations for the sign of this variable depend upon whether regions with high ex ante growth

continue to grow at a higher rate or lower rate after the merger.  To investigate this further, we examined

the behavior of STINCOME for merger participants before and after mergers relative to the average state

personal income growth for the nation as a whole. Prior to mergers, STINCOME was 58 basis points

below the national average (1.86% for merging banks versus 2.44% nationally)  and fell to 120 basis

points below the national average post-merger,  for a relative decline of 62 basis points. The correlation
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between the pre-merger deviation from the national average and the post-merger deviation is a statistically

insignificant .14. That is, megamergers  tended to take place in states with slightly lower than average

income growth,  this disadvantage increased after mergers, and the current state income growth is a poor

predictor of future growth. This partial analysis dow not explain why STINCOME has statistically

significant negative coefficients in the AROAa and AROEa regressions,  but it does suggest why a high

growth rate prior to merger does not nec~sarily predict the ex post success of consolidating banks,  given

that high rates of growth will not necessarily continue. The analysis below will suggest another reason

for the importance of the STINCC)ME variable here -- it is correlated with the bank’s prices, and

inclusion of these prices will substantially reduce the measured effect of STINCOME.

The adjusted R2S of three regrmsions are also relatively low, .09 and .17 for ROAa and ROEa,

respectively,  suggesting that changes in the profitability ratios are difficult to predict. Most of the

variance that is explained is owing to the regional business conditions -- the adjusted R2S fall to .02 or

less when STINCOME is excluded (not shown). Thus, neither of the main hypotheses nor most of the

variables were very successful in predicting the profitability outcomes of mergers, even though they did

predict profit efficiency gains fairly well.

V. The Market Power Effects on Prices of Megamergers

In this section,  we analyze the price effects associated with megamergers,

price changes on bank profits, and evaluate whether various ex ante factors can

the effects of these

predict these price

changes.  The analysis follows along the same lines, uses many of the same variables, and tests

hypotheses that are very similar to the foregoing examination of the efficiency changes.  Thus, we follow

the same specifications of netputs  for the same data set, etc., as in the foregoing efficiency analysis, so

that market power and efilciency implications of megamergers  can be properly compared. We recognize

and acknowledge,  however, that the netput categories are rather broad and the prices calculated from Call

Report information are less precise than the survey prices on more detailed categories of bank deposits
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and loans cited in the literature review above.35 Thus, we forego some accuracy to gain comparability

with the efficiency findings. We also acknowledge that any findings on market power effects must be

interpreted as partially reflecting the outcome of antitrust policy,  which is intended to thwart substantial

increases in market power associated with mergers through the approval/denial process.

The Changes in Prices Associated with Mer~ers.  We confine our analysis of price changes to

the prices of loans and deposifi, our first and third netputs.  The prices of these products have been found

to be related to local market concentration in ways consistent with the exercise of market power (see

literature review above). In contrast, the markets for securities and labor, the other two variable netputs,

are likely too large for banks to exert any significant market power in setting prices.

Table 4 shows the changes in loan and deposit price premiums associated with mergers.  Since

interest rates and aggregate risk conditions change so greatly over time,  we express each of the prices

as the deviation from the mean price of the peer group of large banks with data available over the same

time period (p - pP). This is similar to our treatment of efficiencies as ranks relative to the peer group

distributions above.  As shown in the first row of Table 4, merging banks charged about 17 basis points

more on loans than the average large bank prior to merging,  and charged a premium over the average

of only about 10 basis points after merging,  a fall in the average premium of about 7 basis points. This

change in premium is quite small and is not significantly different from zero. Although this negative

effect on loan price is contrary to expectations about increases in market power, it does not entirely rule

out an increase in market power in setting prices, since price changes may reflect changes in efficiency

and other market dynamics as well as changes in market power.  For example,  the small decrease in price

could represent some of the efficiency gains being competed away and distributed to loan customers as

35Prices  paid are not given on the Call Report. Our constructed prices for the balance sheet netputs,
loans, securities,  and deposits,  are simply the flow of net interest and fees received (loans, securities)  or
paid (deposits) during the year divided by the reported balance sheet quantity at the end of the year.

.
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consolidated  banks expand their loan portfolios. Similarly,  mergers may create better diversification of

loan portfolios across geographic markets and/or industries,  which may allow the consolidated banks to

reduce their average risk premium charged to loan customers.  Consolidated banks might also purposely

lower their loan rates slightly in order to compete more aggressively for loan market shares.  The finding

given above that merging banks increase their loan/total asset ratios is consistent with these speculations.

In any event,  it appears unlikely that there are many substantial increases in the exercise of market power

in setting loan prices that are higher than they otherwise would be. If anything,  Ioan customers  of

merging banks appear to be made slightly better off by receiving more credit at perhaps a slightly lower

price.~

The deposit premium data show a small, statistically insignificant fall in price subsequent to

megamergers,  from an average premium of about 73 basis points to about 66 basis points.  Unlike the

loan prices, however,  this price change is unfavorable to consumers of banking services and may

represent an increase in market power that raises bank profits. This may also in part retlect  a movement

of the prices of the acquired parts of the consolidated firms toward their acquiring parts’ prices, since on

average acquiring banks have lower deposit prices than acquired banks.

The figures in the bottom panel of Table 4 translate the loan and deposit premium changes into

changes in profitability.  We multiply the changes in premiums by the pre-merger  quantities of loans and

deposits and divide by three different denominators -- pre-merger potential profits, total assets, and

equity.  The three denominators match those used above when evaluating efficiency changes,  except that

we hold these denominators, as well as the loan and deposit quantities,  at the pre-merger  levels.  The

purpose of using the pre-merger  quantities is to get as close as possible to the pure market power effects

sbwe also acknowledge the possibility of measurement error accounting for the change  in loan Price.
as could occur if there were a substantial shifi in the type or duration of loans issued.
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quantities would be confounded by the changes in efficiency.37

a very small and inconsistent effect of market power. The change in

profits/potential profits from the change in prices,  ApOq/fiO, is less than 3 basis points of potential profits.

Morwver, the effect turns slightly negative when total assets or equity is used as the denominator.

In order to compare the effec~  of the price changes with the efficiency changes described in the

previous section,  we tried adding these extra profiti from price changes to the changes in predicted profits

from efficiency gains. We found that the price effects were dwarfed by the efficiency changes.  Adding

the profits from price changes to the numerator of the ex post efficiency ratio m/TO lefi the rank

essentially unchanged at .90. That is, merging banks increased their predicted profit/potential profit ratio

from the 74th percentile to the 90th percentile on the basis of improvements in profit efficiency,  and the

addition of changes in profits from price changes moved the rank by less than one percentile.38  In sum,

the average changes in prices due to market power and other influences are small  (less than 7 basis points

each),  the effects on loan prices and deposit prices tend to offset each other leaving a very small average

net effect on profits, and this profit effect is almost immeasurably small compared to the change in profits

from improvements in profit efflciencyo

The very small effect of market power from bank megamergers  here should perhaps not be too

surprising. One reason is that the megamergers  of the 1980s were often of the market extension variety

with little or no local market overlap, often in response to removal of interstate banking barriers.  Only

37The true change in profits from changing prices would also include the second-order effects from
the quantities of loans and deposits changing as consumers reacted to these price changes.  However,
without explicit demand and supply functions for bank netputs,  there is no way to take these additional
effects on profits into account.  However, it seems likely that these neglected effects on profits would be
very small, since they depend on the changes in quantities times the difference between price and
marginal cost or marginal revenue.

38The actual measured change in m/mO rank from adding price effects was a slight decrease from the
90.0 percentile to the 89.9 percentile.  Thus,  although the level of r/TO increased on average by about
3 basis points,  the decreases in profits more often resulted in a change in x/zO rank than the increases
in profits.
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within-market mergers with considerable local market overlap would be expected to result in substantial

increases in local market concentration and market power.  Second,  antitrust policy in the form of merger

denials or requirements for divestiture is intended to block or alter merger arrangements that are likely

to result in substantial increases in market power by limiting the amount by which local market

concentration can increase.

The data on the actual changes in local market concentration are consistent with these

arguments.3g For the 57 megamergers as a whole,  the value of the weighted average local market

Hetilndahl  index (HERF)  increases on average by .0045 or 45 points as it is usually quoted.  This is well

below the 200 points allowed for bank mergers. However, note that we are using the actual value of

HERF after the merger, inclusive of the changes in behavior of the consolidated firm and its market rivals

in the years afier the merger,  whereas antitrust authorities base their decisions on information available

prior to mergers on the change in HERF if there in no change in behavior afier the merger.  As expected,

the increase in HERF for the 40 megamergers in which there is positive local  market overlap is 62 points,

considerably more than the 6 point increase for the 17 megamergers  with no overlap.  We also find that

for the 18 megarnergers in which market overlap is over 50%, the increase in HERF is still quite modest,

53 points, suggesting a strong influence of antitrust policy for mergers which are mostly within-market.

It is also notable that the average pre-merger value of HERF for firms with overlap over 50% is ordy

1544, well below the mean, suggesting that antitrust authorities are generally successful in preventing

mergers with substantial overlap in markets with high concentration.@’41

3Wor the purpose of examining changes in market concentration,  we do not subtract  off peer group
means as in the rest of the analysis, because antitrust policy generally does not consider concentration
in markets other than those of the merger participants.

me data on the weighted average change in local market share (SHARE) are consistent with the
HERF findings. The increase in SHARE for consolidating firms is 1.1% overall, -1.4% for firms with
no overlap, 2.1% for firms with some overlap,  and 3.3% for firms with over 50% overlap.
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~. Just as it was important for antitrust

purposes to know if there are any identifiable ex ante conditions that are good predictors of

efficiency improvements,  it is equally important to know if any increase in market power in price setting

can be predicted. Although the average change in price is small,  it is still possible that there are

substantial individual price changes that can be predicted.

The analysis here

dependent variable is the

discussed, Ap@q/rO. The

follows directly from the analysis of efficiency improvements above. The

increase in profits from price changes normalized by potential profits just

ex ante variables used to predict the price-related changes in profits include

all of the variables employed above to predict efficiency gains, since efficiency gains may also affect

prices.  We also include some additional ex ante variables to test the Relative Price HvDothesis and the

Low Price Hv~othesis, price-based theories that are analogous to the two efficiency hypotheses tested

above. These additional variables are shown in Table 5.

Under the Relative Price Hv~othmis, the acquiring bank brings the prices of the acquired bank

towards its own level. The variable V2(P1-P2) ~ is the weighted difference in price between the loans

of the acquiring and acquired bank,  where the weight measures the relative importance of the acquired

bank’s loans (V2b = (Loans2/~Al +TA2)). Similarly,  V2(P1-P2)~~P measures the weighted price

difference for deposits,  using the deposit relative weight.. Because deposit prices are paid by rather than

received by the bank, we enter this variable in the regression with a minus sign. Under these conditions,

both variables have positive predicted coefficients.

Under the Low Price Hypothesis,  either acquiring or acquired banks with lower loan prices have

more room for raising prices through the merger process. The merger may create the possibility of

increasing prices through higher market concentration. Mergers might also “wake  up” management to

41As corroborating evidence, Berger,  Kashyap, and Scalise  (1995) also found that HERF and SHARE
did not change very much with liberalizations of intrastate and interstate banking rules in the 1980s and
first half of the 1990s.
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the possibility of exploiting market power opportunities,  or give managers an “excuse”  on which to blame

price increases to customers. The variables Vl(Pl)b, V2(P2)b, -Vl(Pl)~~P, and -V2(P2)~,P are

weighted prices, and should have negative coefficients under the Low Price HvRothesis  as firms with

lower loan prices or higher deposit prices ex ante can generally improve their profits more.42

Table 6 shows the regression results using the normalized change in profits from price changes

Apeq/~O aS the dependent variable.  We include all the variables used above to predict efficiency gains,

since changes in efficiency are likely to affect prices.  We also show regressions with AROAa  and AROEa

as dependent variables using the full specification of efficiency and market power ex ante variables.

These should be considered to be the more complete equations for the profitability ratios.

The findings in Table 6 do not support the Relative Price Hv~othesis.  The data suggest that

acquiring firms do not appear simply to adjust the prices of the acquired firms toward their own.43 The

data do, however,  provide some support for the bw Price Hv~othesis,  at least with regard to the prices

of the acquired firm.” This suggests that mergers facilitate the exercise of market power or “wake up”

management to raise low loan prices or reduce high deposit prices of the acquired part of the consolidated

bank.fi

42For completeness, we also specify the acquiring and acquired firms’ loan and deposit share weights,
vl~, Vlw, V2b, and V2&P. Inclusion of these terms assure that the main variables of interest --
which are interactions of these weights with the ex ante prices -- do not unintentionally reflect any
excluded effects of the weights themselves.

431n the main regression with Ap@q/mO as the dependent variable,  the coefficients of the V2(P1 -P2)b
and -V2(P1-P2)~.P  variables are both negative,  with the loan price effect statistically significant.  The
negative sign is contrary to the predictions of the th~ry.  Moreover,  the coefficients of these variables
in the profitability ratio regressions are also all negative.

~e coefficients of V2(P2)k  and -V2(P2)~~P  have the predicted negative signs and are statistically
significant in the ApOq/~O  regression.  The V2(P2)b  coefficients are also negative and signitlcant  in the
AROAa and AROEa regressions.

‘me coefficients for the acquiring banks’  prices, Vl(Pl)b and -Vl(Pl)~~P, are much smaller, not
statistically significant,  and one of them has the wrong sign. However, this “non-result”  could in part
reflect the fact that these prices already appeared in the equation in the price difi’erence terms V2(Pl -
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We also compute the estimated derivatives of the price-related

the ex ante prices,  similar to our earlier analysis of efficiency effects.

Plb, the loan price of the acquirer, is -5.99.V2b + ().39 .VIb,

values of the weights (.33 and .13 for Vlb and V2k, respectively).

change in profits with respect to

The estimated marginal effect of

which equals -0.65 at the mean

Thus, an acquiring bank with an

average loan price 1 percentage point lower ex ante is predicted to have an increase in profits from

repricing of almost an additional  2/3 of 1 percent of maximum profits. Similarly, the marginal effects

of P2k, PI~, and P2~.P P1 are -0.52, 0.23, and 0.03, respectively at the mean, suggesting greater

profits from merger-related repricing when loan prices are relatively low or deposit prices are relatively

high before the merger.

The policy inference horn these findings is that the exercise of market power in price setting is

at least partially predictable from ex ante conditions. It appears that either acquiring or acquired firms

that have low loan prices or high deposit prices ex ante may be good candidates for the exercise of market

power in changing prices after a merger. Although the average change in profits from repricing is very

small, substantial effects may be predicted in some individual merger cases.

Turning to the AROAa and AROEa regressions,  a surprising result is the strength of the ex ante

price terms in predicting changes in profitability.  Two of the coefficients of the price variables are

statistically significant in the AROAa equation,  eliminating the significance of the STINCOME  variable

(which was the only significant variable in the equation in Table  3), and almost doubling the adjusted R2

from .09 to .16. The ex ante price variables are also important,  although less dramatically so, in the

AROEa equation.  These results -- which suggest that the profitability ratios respond more to ex ante

prices than ex ante efficiencies -- justify our earlier concern that these ratios confound the effects of

efficiency and market power and may partially explain why the profitability ratios appear  to be very

P2)~ and -V2(P1-P2)~~P  with theoretically incorrect negative signs on their coefficients.  Since it is
implausible that the acquiring firms would generally adopt the pricing policies of the acquired firms, it
is possible that these price difference terms might be reflecting hw Price Hv~othesis effects.
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sensitive to changes in efficiency only when the efficiency changes are large.

VI. Conclusions

Mergers can potentially improve profits by increasing cost efficiency,  profit efficiency,  or market

power. Prior analyses of bank mergers have focused on cost efficiency and found that these mergers

typically do not succeed in significantly reducing unit costs. However,  there have been no academic

studies of profit efficiency effects and very few studies of the market power effects of bank mergers.

Prior studies of bank profitability ratios, such as return on assets or return on equity, may confound tie

effects of profit efficiency changes with changes in the exercise of market power, since either can increase

profitability.  There has also been little success in identifying ex ante conditions that predict changes in

efficiency or the exercise of market power for use in antitrust policy.  If specific conditions can be

determined that reasonably accurately predict when mergers are likely to result in gains in efficiency or

increases in the exercise of market power, the merger approval/denial process might be improved.

The purpose of this paper is to provide some evidence on these remaining questions.  We

investigate both the profit efficiency and market power effects of mergers and try to identify ex ante

conditions that predict when either is likely to be increased.  We also compare the effects of efficiency

and market power, and show the important differences between cost efficiency and profit efficiency.

Our findings suggest that the banking megamergers  of the 1980s did significantly improve profit

efficiency on average. The average profit efficiency rank of merging banks increased from the 74th

percentile to the 90th percentile of the peer group of large banks with complete data available over the

same time intervals, a statistically significant 16 percentage point increase.  Use of profit efficiency

levels,  rather than ranks, indicated similar improvements. This main result was also robust to the

alternative ‘nonstandard’  specification of the profit function which likely removes any scale or merger

biases from the analysis.

These profit efficiency findings might at first blush appear to conflict with the prior literature that
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generally found no cost efficiency improvements associated with mergers,  including a study that used the

same data set as the current inquiry. However, the reason for the different findings is quite simple.

Measured cost efficiency changes do not take into account the effects of the changes in output that occur

after the merger,  whereas measured profit efficiency changes include all the cost efficiency changes plus

the cost and revenue effects of changes in output that typically occur afier a merger. In our data set,

merging banks tend to shift their output mixes from securities toward loans, which raises profit efficiency

because issuing loans creates more value than purchasing securities.  Under the Diversifiution

Hvmthesis,  this shift in mix may occur because merging banks have improved diversification of risks

that allow a higher loan/asset ratio. This shifi appears to occur without any increase in the equity/asset

ratio (which in fact declines slightly),  supporting the Diversifiution  H~poth~is, since capita] markets

typically restrict banks from taking substantial additional risks without increases in equity.  Also

supporting the Diversification Hv~othesis are the findings by Benston, Hunter, and Wall (1995) that

acquiring banks tend to bid more to acquire safer banks and the finding by Hughes,  Lang, Mester,  and

Moon (1996) that larger banking organizations are able to shift the risk-expected return frontier.  In any

case, we argue that this increase in the value of output produced is just as beneficial to society as a

decrease in costs of the same magnitude,  and helps demonstrate why profit efficiency is the more

appropriate concept to consider for evaluating mergers than is cost efficiency alone.

Our prediction model for profit efficiency improvements based on ex ante information available

prior to the merger appears to be fairly successful.  The ex ante variables explain about 80 percent of the

variance of the ex post change in profit efficiency rank.  Moreover,  the model results also support two

theories about the conditions that are likely to result in profit efficiency improvement.  Under the

Relative Efficiency Hvt)othesis, the acquiring bank tends to bring the acquired bank towards its own

level of efficiency,  so that larger ex post merger efficiency gains are predicted, the greater is the

difference in ex ante efficiency between the acquiring bank and acquired bank. Under the hw
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Efficiency HvRothesis,  the ex post improvement in efficiency after the merger is higher if either or both

of the merging firms have low ex ante efficiency prior to the merger. Here,  the merger event itself may

have the effect of “waking up” management or be used as an “excuse”  to implement substantial

restructuring or other changes to improve efficiency.

The data provide some support for both of these theories and generally predict greater merger

efficiency gains when either or both merging firms have poor performance prior to the merger.

Evaluated at the mean of the data, if the efficiency rank of the acquiring bank is 10 percentage points

lower, the predicted gain in ex post efficiency rank for the consolidated bank is about 4 percentage points

higher.  Similarly,  if the acquired bank is 10 percentage points worse in rank, the predicted gain in rank

for the consolidated bank is about 1.8 percentage points higher than it would otherwise be.

In addition,  the loan/asset ratios of the merging firms may be used to predict profit efficiency

improvements even if direct measures of profit efficiency are not available.  A weighted  average

loan/asset ratio of the merging firms in the bottom third of the sample distribution prior to merger

predicts an additional 7 percentage point improvement in profit efficiency rank relative to merging firms

with loan/asset ratios in the highest third without using any other variables. This is because a low

loan/asset ratio reflects low profit efficiency and a greater capacity to improve afier the merger.

In contrast to the profit efficiency findings, the price changes on loans and deposits that occur

following mergers are considerably smaller and harder to predict. On average,  both loan and deposit

prices fall on average (relative  to the peer group average) by less than 7 basis pointi,  neither of which

are statistically significant. We acknowledge that these prices likely embody significant amounts of

measurement error because the loan and deposit categories are so broad and because these prices are

calculated from balance sheet ratios rather than from survey information on prices actually paid.

Although price changes may incorporate the effects of efficiency,  measurement error, and other factors

as well as changes in market power,  it seems fairly likely that on average the market power effects of
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megamergers in banking are very small, The loan and

in their effects on profits, and the profit effects from

deposit price changes tend to offset each other

price changes are almost immeasurably small

relative to the profit effects from efficiency changes.  As well,  the changes in local market concentration

from megamergers is quite small on average (AHERF = 45 points), even for mergers between banking

organizations with substantial market prior to merger (AHERF = 53 poin~).  These data are consistent

with the hypothesis that antitrust policy has been successful in preventing mergers that would bring about

large increases in concentration and market power, but it not known whether this policy may have also

prevented some mergers that might have increased efficiency substantially.

Tests of two price-based theories analogous to the efficiency hypotheses suggested some

conditions that help predict when price changes from individual mergers are likely to be substantial.

Mergers in which either or both of the merging firms have very low loan prices or very high deposit

prices are good candidates for increased exercise of market power in setting prices less favorable to

consumers on loans and/or deposits after merging.

We also examined the effects of bank megarnergers  on more standard measures of profitability,

such as the adjusted returns on assets and equity.  The ex post changes in these profitability ratios should

embody some of the effects of both profit efficiency and price changes from exercise of market power.

These profitability ratios appear to be the most difiicult  to prtiict  and to be more sensitive to changes

in market power than changes in profit efficiency.  However, these profitability ratios do appear to retlect

the profit efficiency changes when the efficiency changes are most pronounced,  such as when the ex ante

efficiencies of the merging banks are relatively low.

We close with several caveats about drawing strong inferences from this single study of the profit

efficiency and market power effects of bank megamergers. First, our measurement of profit efficiency

applied a very parsimonious specification of bank inputs and outputs because of the difi~culty  of

estimating a nonlinear system with cross-equation restrictions. It is quite possible that important shifts
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in outputs or inputs took place within these broad categories,  Second,  our price data are less precise than

are the survey prices on more detailed categories of bank deposits and loans often used in the literature.

A better study of market power effects of mergers alone would use the survey prices and also control for

the efficiency effects of mergers. However,  because survey price information is limited,  such a study

could not be confined to megamergers only. Finally,  our results may not necessarily generalize to

mergers other than the banking megamergers  of the 1980s  that make up our data set. It is possible that

greater cost efficiency gains may be present in other industries or in bank mergers of the 1990s because

of an increased focus on cost savings in the current decade.  Similarly, there may be more market power

effects on prices in mergers of smaller banks, which tend to occur in more concentrated local markets.
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Table 1: Chanz= in Profit Efflciencv and Performance Rank from Me~amerzers

(1981-1989;  Changes in ranks are in percentage points)

Pre-Mer~er Rank:
57 LQwest Highest

Mergers l/3rd l/3rd

~ofit Efficiency: X/Xo

Pre-merger rank
Post-merger rank

\
Improvement in rank

~diusted  Return on Assets:

Pre-merger  rank
Post-merger rank

Improvement in rank

Adiusted  Return on Eauity:

Pre-merger rank
Post-merger rank

Improvement in rank

.74

.90

.16**

NIa/TA = ROAa

.52

.57

.05

NIa/EQ = ROEa

.62

.65

.03

.56

.83

.27**

.50

.61

.11*

.51

.67

. 16**

.92

.95

.03**

.47

.50

.03

.67

.59

-.08

* (**) Improvement is statistically  significantly different from zero at the 1070 (5%) level,  two-sided.

Note:  The profitability ratios, ROAa and ROEa, are adjusted to remove the ‘noisy’  fluctuations associated
with loan loss provisions and taxes.



Table 2: Ex Ante Variables Used to Predict E~ciency Improvements

Sample Mean
Variable: (Range)

W2(EFF1-EFF2): wt. difference in
pre-merger  profit efficiency rank
(using acquired bank’s weight).

W1(EFF1):  wt. pre-merger  profit
efficiency rank of acquiring bank.

W2(EFF2):  wt. pre-merger  profit
efficiency rank of acquired bank.

W2: total asset size of acquired
bank relative to the size of the
acquirer plus acquired banks.

OVERLAP: percent of merging banks’
deposits in same local  market.

STINCOME: average annual growth
rate in state personal income<

HERF: wt. average Herfindahl
index for merging banks.

SHARE:  wt. average deposit market
share of merging banks.

RETAIL: pre-merger  deposit/asset
ratio of merging banks.

SCALE: wt. average of pre-merger
asset rankings for merging banks.

.05**
(-.16,.17)

.58**
(.15, .96)

.16**
(.00, .57)

.28**
(.01, .73)

.34**

(o, .99)

.019**
(-.006, .044)

. 1850**
(.0800, .3628)

.21 **
(.06, .45)

.69**
(.36, .93)

.76**
(.40, .99)

* (**) Mean is statistic~ly  significantly  different from zero at the 10Yo (570) level,  two-sidd.



Table 3: Ex Ante Sources of Mer~er-Related Changes  in Efficiency and Performance

(1981-1989;  t-ratios in parentheses)

A(rlr”) A(rlr”) A(rlr”) AROAa AROEa

Intercept .82** .71**
(6.74) (5.24)

W2(EFF1-EFF2) .30**

,87**

(5.88)
.64

(.82)
.85

(1.05)

1.41
(1.22)

-.37
(-.53)

1.35
(.79)

-1.00
(-.67)

-.07
(-.43)

-1 1.58**
(-3. 18)

1.20
(.95)

-.70
(-.82)

-.18
(-.44)

-.43
(-.52)

.17
57

.48**
(2.27)

1.36
(1.22)(2.03)

\Wl@FFl)

W2(EFF2)

W2

OVERLAP

STINCOME

HERF

SHARE

RETAIL

SCALE

Adjusted R2
Num. of Obs.

-*55**
(-4.27)

-.63**
(+.90)

-.55
(-.82)

-.72**
(-3.51)

-.17
(-.53)

1.29
(.79)

.15**
(2.46)

.23
(1.28)

-.25
(-.94)

-1.00
(-.70)

.005*

(-1.72)
-.03

(-.99)
-.04

(-1.36)
.04

(.25)

-.22
(-.28)

.13
(.19)

-.11
(-. 17)

-8. 12**
(-2.32)

-.39
(-1.56)

-.05
(-.22)

-.17
(-.73)

1.63
(1.35)

.26
(1.41)

.04
(.25)

-. 15*
(-1.93)

.09
(.58)

-.74
(-.90)

-.20**
(-2.30)

-.16**
(-2.19)

-.50
(-1.29)

“.71**
(-9.33)

-.09
(-.58)

-.18
(-1.21)

.09
(.11)

.71
57

.78
57

.80
57

.09
57

* (**) Statistically  significantly different from zero at the 10% (5%) level, two-sid~.



Table 4: Changes in Prices and Associated Prollt Chan~m from Meqamer~ers

(1981-1989)

Loan and DeDosit Price Premiums P - Pp
over Peer GrouD Means:

Pre-merger loan premium 16.64 basis points
Post-merger loan premium 9.83 basis points

Increase in loan premium -6.81 basis points

Pre-merger deposit premium 72.65 basis points
Post-merger deposit premium 66.41 basis points

Increase in deposit premium -6.24 basis points

Change in Profits Due to Changes in Premiums:  Apoq/r”,  Apoq/TA,  Apoq/EQ

Increase in profits/potential profits 2.77 basis points

Increase in profits/total assets -2.31 basis points

Increase in profits/equity -83.68 basis points

Note: None of the figures in this table is statistically significant at the .10 level, two-sided.



Table 5:

Variable

Additional Ex Ante Price Variabl~ Used to Predict Market Power Profit Improvements

Sample  Mean
(Range)

V2(P1-P2)b:  wt. difference
in pre-merger  loan prices (using
acquired bank’s loan weight).

v2&l-p2)m: wt. difference
in pre-merger deposit prices (using
acquired bank’s deposit weight).

Vl(Pl)b: wt. pre-merger
price of acquiring bank.

V2(P2)k:  wt. pre-merger
price of acquired bank.

loan

loan

Vl(pl)~~: wt. pre-merger  deposit
price of acquiring bank.

V2(p2)%: wt. pre-merger  deposit
price of acquired bank.

Vlk: size of acquiring bank’s loans
relative to the total assets
of the acquirer plus acquired banks.

Vlhp: size of acquiring bank’s deposits
relative to the total assets
of the acquirer plus acquired banks.

v2k: size of acquired bank’s loans
relative to the total assets
of the acquirer plus acquired banks.

v2Dep: size of acquired bank’s deposits
relative to the total assets
of the acquirer plus acquired banks.

0.69 basis points @p)
(-72.15 bp, 54.38 bp)

0.54 bp
(-107.30  bp, 77.69 bp)

5.50 bp
(-70.18  bp, 245.46  bp)

1.77 bp
(-12.02 bp, 73.95 bp)

29.71 bp**
(-106.91 bp, 281.16 bp)

9.51 bp*
(-42.42 bp, 153.94 bp)

.33**
(.12, .60)

.32**

(.07, .72)

. 13**
(.01, .36)

. lo**
(.004, .34)

* (**) Mean is statistically significantly different from zero at the 10% (570) level, two-sid~.



Table 6: Ex Ante Sources of Merger-Related  Market Power and Performance Improvements

(1981-1989;  t-ratios in parentheses)

Apoq/~O AROAa AROEa

Intercept -0.05 0.08
(-1.14) (0.08)

W2(EFF1-EFF2)  0.05 0.07
(0.77) (0.05)

W1(EFF1) -0.001 -0.001
(-0.03) (-0.001)

W2(EFF2) 0.08 0.25
(0.87) (o. 12)

W2 -0.04 0.43
(-0.46) (0.23)

v2(P1-P2)k -5.99* -141.58*
(-1.86) (-1.97)

-v2(P1-P2)Dep -1.63 -4.03
(-1.09) (-0.12)

vl(Pl)k 0.39 27.28
(0.49) (1.55)

v2(P2)h -9.96** -263.74**
(-2.50) (-2,96)

‘vl@l)D., -0.21 2.69
(0.30) (o. 17)

-v2(P2)Dep -1 .95* 7.23
(-1.74) (0.29)

Vlh 0.06 1.23
(1.49) (1.37)

VID~P -0.01 -0.31
(-0.25) (-0.43)

0.22
(0.23)

-0.56
(-0.38)

0.28
(0.28)

-0.76
(-0.35)

1.26
(0.65)

-98.53
(-1 .32)

-13.79
(-0.39)

16.78
(0.92)

-223.39**
(-2.42)

9.02
(0.56)

-6.14
(-0.24)

1.29
(1.39)

-0.56
(-0.77)

(Parameters  continued on next page)



Table 6 (continued)

Ap@q/~O AROAa AROEa

v2k

v2Dep

OVERLAP

STINCOME

HERF

SHARE

RETAIL

SCALE

Adjusted R2
Num. of Obs.

0.03
(0.34)

0.02
(0.32)

-0.004
(-0.51)

0.03
(0.21)

-0.09
(-1.36)

0.09*
(1.77)

0.05
(1.56)

-0.03
(-0.52)

0.31
57

1.98
(1.03)

0.02
‘ (0.02)

-0.10
(-0.63)

-4.26
(-1 . 16)

-0.99
(-0.68)

1.12
(1.03)

-0.40
(-0.52)

-0.47
(-0.43)

0.16
57

2.32
(1.16)

-0.47
(-0.29)

-0.18
(-1.10)

-7.65*
(-2.00)

-1.19
(-0.79)

1.14
(1.02)

-0.41
(-0.51)

-0.68
(-0.61)

0.24
57

* (**) Statistically significmtly  different from zero at the 10% (5%) level, two-sided.



Table Al: Variables Employed in the Standard  and Nonstandard Profit Functions

Variable Sample Means (1981-1989)

7r:

PI:

P2:

P3:

P4:

z~:

G:

z~:

Total Variable Profits $308.8 million

Price of Loans (Standard function only) 0.121

Price of Securities (Standard  finction only) 0.089

Price of Deposits 0.046

Price of Labor $23,276

Equity Capital (book value) $365.7 million

Loans (Nonstandard finction  only) $3,394.8  million

Securities (Nonstandard  function only) $2,187.8 million

Number of Observations 2944

Notes:

Financial variables are reported in 1982 dollars in this table.  However, for computational convenience, these
variables are measured in thousands of 1982 dollars, except equity capital which is measured in tens of
thousands of 1982 dollars.

The prices of outputs (pI,pz) are included only in the standard profit finction  and the quantities of the outputs
(~,~)  are included only in the nonstandard profit function.



>

Table A2: Standard Profit Function Model
(t-statistics  in parenthes~)

Dependent Variable 7r/p4 m/p, (Continued)

-524.093
(-12.51)

503.506
( 9.73)

375.023
(6.91)

2578.34
(13.11)

27.585

-11.875

9.391

-11.875

60.230

23.027

9.391

23.027

Adjusted R2
Num. of Obs.

16.492

1.935
(19.36)

-0.882
(-6.71)

1.346
(4.58)

-49.761
(-43. 16)

0.010
(6.79)
40.133

(160.74)
21.559

(122.53)
-91.044

(-128.05)

0.9245
2944

Note: t-statistics are not available for the @ij estimates because they are derived from the “closest”  (in the
sense of minimizing the Euclidean norm of the difference) positive semidefinite  matrix to the estimated @
matrix.



Table A3: Nonstandard Profit Model:  Output Prices Replaced by Output Quantities

(t-statistics  in parentheses)

Dependent Variable 7r/p4 T/pal (Continued)

a~ -8.845  E 5 c7~~ -2.328  E-10
(-2.69) (-8.41)

ad 3.524 E 3 ‘Y31 -2.859 E 3
(8.37) (0.31)

033 2.812 E 8 732 -0.156
(2.56) (-1 .80)

fil 329.776 ‘Y33
- 0 . 3 4 0

(1 1.65] (3.96)

PI 9.387 E-4
(3.19)

P3 -1.976 E-3
(-6.88)

(7~~ -1.229
(-6.10)

o~~ 2.147 E-5
(5.54)

a,3 -4.787 E-7
(-0.21)

OZ2 -1.435 E-10
(-8.53)

o~ 2.474 E-10
(7.95)

Adjusted R2 0.9166
Num. of  Obs. 2994

Note:  We treated the outputs as though they were fixed netputs, so loans and securities are measured by Zz
and ~, respectively. The @~3 estimate is already positive semi-definite,  so it did not have to be adjusted.


